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Preface

Papers and Research Work
Paper I:

Usability in Mobile Work Support IT Systems
- Criteria, Assessment and Design

Authors:

Johansson, N., Lind, T. and Sandblad, B.

Publication:

Chapter 8 in Mobile Virtual Work - A New Paradigm?, Eds.
Andriessen, E. and Vartiainen, M. Springer-Verlag, ISBN: 3540-28364-1, 2006.

Short summary:

The paper deals with the design of technology for mobile work
from three perspectives: criteria, assessment and design.

My contribution:

I did the overall authoring as well as consolidation of the contributing texts from each author. Moreover, I had a specific responsibility for the sections dealing with usability in mobile
systems.

Paper II:

VIHO – Efficient IT Support in Home Care
Services

Authors:

Johansson, N. and Sandblad, B.

Publication:

In IFIP International Federation for Information Processing,
Volume 221, Human Work Interaction Design: Designing for
Human Work, Eds. Clemensen, T., Campos, P., Orngren, R.,
Pejtersen, Al., and Wong, W., Springer-Verlag, ISBN: 978-0387-36790-3, 2006.

Short summary:

This paper describes how the vision seminar process was applied in the VIHO project. A home care service organization
was developed in order to be better prepared for future challenges. The project further proposed how new technical systems could support the future work proposed in the process.
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My contribution:

I was the main author and responsible for carrying out the
VIHO project. I also presented the paper at the IFIP conference
Human Work Interaction Design, HWID’06.

Paper III:

A User-Centred Process for Specification of
Requirements for Usability and a Healthy Work

Authors:

Johansson, N. and Grahn, M.

Publication:

In Proceedings of Work With Computer Systems Conference,
WWCS 2007, Eds. Toomingas, A., Lantz, A. and Berns, T.,
Stockholm, Sweden, May 21-24, 2007.

Short summary:

The paper gives a short description of the vision seminar process applied at the Swedish Migration Board. The primary task
of the project was to complement the organisation’s system development method with methods that addressed usability, user
centeredness and work environment, with the purpose of facilitating the development of usable IT-systems and a healthy
work situation.

My contribution:

I was the main author and centrally involved in the project. In
addition, the paper was presented by me and my co-author at
the conference.

Paper IV:

A Participatory Process Supporting Design of
Future Work

Authors:

Johansson, N., Olsson, E. and Gulliksen, J. and Sandblad, B.

Publication:

Chapter 10 in Ergonomics: An Introduction. Ed. Singh, S.K.,
ICFAI University Press, India. 2007 ISBN: 81-314-0832-9,
2007.

Short summary:

This paper describes the participatory design process that has
developed as a result of empirical studies with workers. It also
presents a selection of cases where the process has been applied.

My contribution:

I was responsible for one of the projects described in the report
and I share the main authorship with Olsson, E.

Paper V:

Vision Seminars – Perspectives on Developing
Future Sustainable IT Supported Work

Authors:

Hardenborg, N and Sandblad, B.

Publication:

Submitted (07-08-16) to Journal of Behaviour & Information
Technology, Taylor & Francis
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Short summary:

This paper gives an account of the three underlying, main perspectives that the vision seminar process is built upon. It also
gives a shorter description of the process and of two case studies that illustrate how the process has been used in practice.

My contribution:

I was the main author, contributing with experiences from my
applications of the process and a discussion about the underlying perspectives.

Paper VI:

Performing the Vision Seminar Process

Authors:

Hardenborg, N., Kavathatzopoulos, I. and Sandblad, B.

Publication:

Technical Report from the Department of Information Technology, Uppsala University, ISSN 1404-3203 2007-031, 2007.

Short summary:

The report describes practical experiences in terms of how to
carry out a vision seminar process. Moreover a descriptive
course of action is proposed in the report.

My contribution:

Based on a Swedish description of the vision seminar process, I
have - as the main author of the report - given a detailed description of the process with a focus on practical details.

Please note that the original format of the papers has been edited to fit this
thesis. Moreover, the papers are published with the kind permission of the
publishers. Papers I to IV are published under my former name, Johansson.
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Summary

1. Introduction

Information technology (IT) is becoming an essential part in many people’s
everyday work, as work is increasingly carried out by means of computerised tools. Today, almost all work sectors are affected directly or indirectly
by IT systems thus the use of IT systems has become a governing factor for
new ways of working and for how work is organised in many workplaces. In
2005, about three million people in Sweden - approximately 70% of the
workforce - used a computer at work (Swedish Work Environment Authority
2006). The increasing use of IT-systems at workplaces has made numerous
work tasks more efficient and work more productive by allowing users to
spend less time on tasks that can be automated. Consequently organizations,
companies and other workplaces are extremely dependent on their respective
IT-systems.
Hence, as IT-supported work increases, IT systems are being used by employees for long hours and on a daily basis (Boivie 2005) and we can see
that occupational health problems are increasingly related to inadequately
designed IT systems (Sandblad et al. 2003). A study carried out in 2007 by
the Swedish trade union SIF (SIF 2007) illustrates the work situation for
white collar workers in Sweden. Results from the study show that:
x

IT systems control in a troublesome and unnecessary way how
work tasks are to be performed. As few as 50% of the persons who
participated in the study are satisfied with the flexibility of the IT
systems they use.

x

More than half of all workers using desktop computers experience
pain in the neck or shoulders. Among the participants who work in
front of a computer during their entire workday, more than twothirds experience such pain.

x

Many IT systems do not match the work tasks, making work unnecessarily complicated and inefficient.

x

IT systems are perceived as illogical and difficult to overview

Åborg (2002) discusses how a poor working environment can produce strain
on employees in the form of stress and other related occupational health
problems. This is likely to happen when the demands and expectations placed on the employee are beyond his or her capabilities.
9
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The introduction of new information technology provides new possibilities
and opens up for new ways of working. Almost 90% of all companies in
Sweden with more than ten employees have a high-speed internet connection. Consequently, solutions such as IP telephone systems are becoming
more widespread, both for private and professional use. In addition, telecommuting is becoming more common in larger companies and many companies are replacing their traditional conveyance of post (e.g. of invoices and
mail) with electronic communication through the internet – e.g. e-mail and
electronic invoices (SCB 2007). For example, Swedish public authorities
must soon handle all invoices electronically1. Such examples illustrate how
technology’s evolvement generates new fields of use, which in turn entails a
new way of working. And, this being the case, then both the organisation
and the work practices will experience substantial changes. Work tasks will
not be performed in the same way as prior to the introduction of IT, since IT
systems by their nature facilitate, support or sometimes even prevent a certain way of working. All too often, computer systems are developed with
little or no knowledge about the essential elements of the work practice they
are meant to support And all too often is little or no consideration taken to
how the introduction of an IT system in an organisation will affect the organisation’s or company’s work.When developing IT systems, technology
often takes precedence over work practices, instead of the other way around
(Boivie 2003:2). In fact, occupational health aspects should be addressed in
the early phases of the software development process, but few software development projects actually do this. The basic premise is that if we have a
deeper understanding of how work is organised in practice, then we can
more successfully design support for that work. Current software development models and processes are often technology-centred and do not focus on
long-term goals such as good health and usability (Boivie 2003:1). To obtain
positive effects when developing and introducing new IT-systems, we find it
necessary to simultaneously and actively develop the organization itself and
its work procedures. Hence, we find it not enough to use IT-systems to support current work practices as it is more important to make sure that new
technology contributes in a positive way to the development of future work
and to the organisation as a whole. In other words, we do not want to “pave
today’s cow paths” by keeping the focus on how work is performed today instead of focusing on the new possibilities provided by new technology.
Mogensen (1992) describes the problem from another perspective and points
out that there is an incompatibility in the expectations placed on system development. On the one hand, the reason for system development is usually a
need for change, but on the other hand, the new system is often designed to

1

This regulation takes effect on 2008-07-01 according to 21 f § in Swedish statute book
(Svensk författningssamling) SFS 2006:148
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fit and support the current work practice. Hence, one has to consider to what
extent present work and work procedures are to be preserved even in the
future by the new IT system. Or one could ask - how many cow paths are to
be paved?
Our goal is to make work more efficient and to improve the work environment by providing a framework for healthy, sustainable work. Hence, we
strive to find out what elements of a work situation can be improved and
then use the potentials of new technology to obtain these positive changes.
Over a long period of time, the research field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) has addressed the problem of designing usable IT systems. Nevertheless our experiences shows that health factors are seldom a main issue
in HCI research, and nor does it show how the way that an IT system is introduced can benefit organizational development. Examples from approaches within HCI that we have based our work on, and that emphasize
the practical elements of the user’s role in system development are Participatory Design (PD) (Greenbaum and Kyng 1992, Schuler and Namioka 1993)
and User Centred System Design (UCSD) (Gulliksen et al. 2003, Göransson
2004).
But in spite of research progress in this area, there are still shortcomings in
terms of user participation in the system development process, as applied in
practice. Even though the user- centred approach exists in formal system
development models, it does not work satisfactorily in practice (Gulliksen et
al. 2006). Thus, system development processes are usually carried out as a
process focused on technical elements, rather than a process that is inspired
by social and organizational aspects (Boivie 2005). As a consequence, IT
systems in the workplace are mainly give the user little control over what
systems to use, as well as when and how to use them (Gulliksen op.cit.).
My research group has always focused on research regarding real users in
real settings. In that context, it is our conclusion that IT is currently being
allowed to control development of work and organisations to a great extent.
Therefore we advocate a user-centred system development process that focuses throughout the process on the actual workers as well as future users,
Moreover, workers are considered as skilled professionals, capable of being
responsible for carrying out their work tasks. The opinion that design of an
IT system is coupled to the way work is carried out is fundamental here.
Hence, an IT system can affect control over work, stress and perceived demands (Åborg 2002).
Consequently, our overall research objectives have been the creation of better work situations and better workplaces. Thus, a subsequent goal has been
to construct a process which facilitates that such work can benefit from the
possibilities provided by information technology in regards to both development of the organisation and the employees - thereby achieving an overall
11
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improvement of the workplace. It is in this context that I have been involved
in three different cases holding such a focus. The first two cases, VIHO2 and
VisIT3 have involved personnel from the home healthcare services and the
third involved case handlers from the Swedish Migration Board. In all three
cases a computerisation of the work organisation was approaching and our
task was to define how future work assignments should be carried out and
how that work could be supported by an IT system. My focus during these
projects has been the process in which such activities can be carried out and
how this should be accomplished in practice.

1.1 Research Questions
Based on the research background described above as well as on the projects
where I have participated, I have had the mission to focus on computerisation of work and how future work can be made sustainable and supported by
usable IT systems. From that mission emanate the questions my research
seeks to answer:
x

How can we create a process for developing sustainable, IT- supported work by providing a good foundation for the development
of IT systems?

x

When creating and carrying out such a process, what underlying
perspectives should be present in order to fulfil that mission?

x

And when applied, how can such a process be carried out in practice?

To address these questions, my point of departure has been the broad and
interdisciplinary research field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI). In
this thesis I will account for what elements I have applied from this field and
describe how I have applied them. Moreover, I will describe how my work
has involved users in a participatory development process for the design of
future work, and I will discuss my ambition to create healthy and sustainable
workplaces through the use of supporting IT systems.

2

VIHO is a Swedish acronym for “Efficient IT support in the care of the elderly” (Verksamhetsnära IT-stöd i Hemtjänst och Omsorgsarbete).

3

VisIT isn’t an acronym, rather it is a name that plays on references to the mobile characteristics of healthcare personnel who make house calls (visit) and to Information Technology (IT)
and how IT can be applied in the best way (wise – Swedish: vis).
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1.2 Thesis Outline
During my research work as a Ph.D. student I have had concentrated on
three distinct areas: mobile usability, care for the elderly and the participatory approach we have named the Vision Seminar Process (VSP).
I initially started working with usability aspects for mobile devices in two
projects - one dealing with homecare (Paper I) and one dealing with visually
enhanced sport broadcasting (Papaioannou, 2004). However, the homecare
project got precedence and I continued working with a participatory design
process whose objective was to develop a IT system that would support the
mobile work of the homecare personnel (Paper I and II). Hence, the mobile
aspects became the main theme in my licentiate thesis, Usable IT Systems
for Mobile Work (Johansson, 2005). As my research evolved over time, its
focus shifted from the mobile aspect of work to the participatory design process itself. This shift in focus is mainly due to the nature of my subsequent
project at the Swedish Migration Board (Paper III) where I had the opportunity to carry out another vision seminar process that had no relation to mobile work or mobile technology. Thus, I chose to focus solidly on the process
itself and the questions that are formulated above. My research includes
formulating a historical perspective of the development of the process (Paper
IV), a discussion of the underlying initial values for the process (Paper V) as
well as a more detailed explanation of our knowledge and experiences as
related to how the process is carried out in practice (Paper VI).
In this way, the papers included in this thesis serve as an account of my research work. Nonetheless, to fully explain what these papers deal with and
how each paper contributes to the thesis, this extended summary provides a
richer picture of the work performed, puts the papers in context and describes the connection between them. In chapters 2 and 3, I explain in more
detail the theories and methods I have used in my work. In chapter 4, I account for my work with the vision seminar process and describe my contribution to its development. Chapter 5 contains a discussion as well as reflections about the conclusions that my work has generated. Finally, the thesis
also contains a brief summary in Swedish as well as acknowledgements.

1.3 Related Research
The vision seminar process (VSP) is similar to - and influenced by - the participatory design (PD) line of action, including its basic values, theories,
methods and procedures (Greenbaum and Kyng 1991, Schuler and Namioka
1993). PD is in itself not to be considered a method, nor has PD tried to develop a single participatory design method (Kensing and Blomberg 1998).

13
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However, the future workshop method (Jungk and Müllert 1987) is often
associated with Participatory Design (Kensing and Madsen 1991).
The UTOPIA project (Greenbaum and Kyng 1991) is often considered a
contributor to the development of participatory design. Early work in UTOPIA indicated that workers could specify systems requirements based on
their knowledge and goals. The project has been influential in establishing
the view that workers are skilled professionals who can be involved in the
design of computer systems for the workplace.
As a further development, Bødker et al. (2004) proposed the MUST method.
Experiences that were developed in the UTOPIA project (as well as in other
PD projects) continued to be evolved in the MUST method. MUST provides
a far more elaborate understanding of organizations, projects and project
phases. Both the perspective and research effort made in MUST are similar
to our approach for the vision seminar process. However, our approach has a
stronger focus on occupational health problems and work environment aspects with the goal of achieving healthy work through the use of IT systems.
Additionally we keep perspective on the future development of the organization and on how a well-designed IT system can facilitate the achievement of
sustainable work.

1.4 Terms and Concepts
When describing my work with the vision seminar process within the field
of HCI, a number of concepts have to be described more exhaustively in
order to facilitate further discussions.
To start with, I refer to myself as a researcher when studying the progress of
the VSP. However, when participating actively in the VSP, I (as well as my
fellow researchers) take on the role of a designer in the sense that we are
creating a design of IT-systems as well as of organisations and work itself.
Furthermore, in the VSP, we also act as process leaders.
The activity that aims to implement the design, or build the IT system, is
referred to as system development and it is an activity performed by system
developers (or just developers). User refers to the person who is currently
using, or will in the future come to use a particular IT system or application.
In the context of ethnography and field study activities, the word informant
is used to refer to the people that are being observed, interviewed or in some
other way are providing information to a researcher about the target work or
situation. Moreover, the work activity that is referred to and that the workers
are performing is also described as work practice, which contains valuable
knowledge that is necessary for carrying out work. The word practitioner as
used by Schön (1983) is hence chosen when focusing on a person practicing
14
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a profession. With regards to the focus on this thesis, the words workers,
practitioners and users become different concepts for addressing the same
individuals. My use of the term worker is however not meant to contain the
condescending connotation that might be found in the Swedish language for
example. Instead, I advocate (as Bannon 1991 and Kensing and Blomberg
1998) a respectful attitude towards work practitioners and consider workers
as skilled professionals carrying out their work tasks.
When referring to the execution of the vision seminars we have used the
term process. We prefer this term to other options such as method or model.
This preference is based on the notion that the term process is more relevant
when referring to a structured activity consisting of a number of related
events, serving a certain purpose or leading to certain results. A process is
thus an activity proceeding over time and focusing on the purpose of changing the target organization (and work) during the process. Method in the
context of this thesis is considered as focusing on a systematic, repeatable
way to carry out an activity while model is used to describe a schematic,
descriptive outline of real or abstract phenomena.
The forum where researchers and practitioners meet is a key concept used in
many of my papers and in this summary as well. In this text, I have already
referred to these forums as seminars. In our interpretation, a seminar is not a
forum for directed lectures or a one-way communication of information.
Instead, we view a forum as a joint learning process aiming at participation
on equal terms between all the participants.
As the attentive reader will notice, I have used the pronoun, I, when appropriate in this thesis. Moreover the word we refers to my research group and
is used when describing shared opinions and jointly accomplished work. It
should also be observed that informants’ quotations used in this thesis are
not transcribed verbatim but are translations from Swedish into English.

15
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2. Theoretical Framework

In order to address my research questions, my research activities are based
on a subset of theories adopted by the HCI community. I have chosen more
holistic and sociologically inspired theories that advocate a qualitative approach. Particularly sociologically inspired theories such as situated action
and other ethnomethodological theories have been found important when our
research is about people cooperating within organisations. Moreover, my
research has been qualitative when it involves an in-depth, holistic understanding of human behaviour and of what governs human behaviour. The
holistic characteristics involve an effort to advocate that the whole is more
than the sum of the parts, e.g. don’t just focus on the individual, but also
consider the whole workplace and its organisation.
In addition, I gain knowledge from the areas of human work science and
occupational health and moreover, I adhere to directives such as ISO standards and Swedish work environment laws and regulations. These main contributing areas will be accounted for and explained, since they make up the
foundation for my practical research work.

2.1 The Research Field of HCI
The field of HCI spans a broad spectrum of research disciplines, from tangible issues like interface design based on mathematical algorithms4 to more
abstract matters such as social aspects. Different kinds of complexities are
considered in different scientific theories, methods and research traditions.
I consider HCI to be a field that encompasses a number of areas that are
closely linked, but that vary in regards to research tradition, interpretations,
and values. At one end of the HCI spectrum are influences from engineering
as an applied science together with cognitive psychology. Research in these
disciplines focuses mainly on quantitative data, emphasising objectivity,
accuracy and precise measurements. At the other end of the HCI spectrum is
sociology, influenced by anthropology together with ethnology and con-

4

Such as Fitts’ law (Fitts 1954) about size of clickable objects and the time it takes to move
the mouse pointer to a given point.
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cerned with how the social world is experienced and interpreted. I see the
design community as all-embracing, focusing on form and function, including a strong focus on the aesthetic values of the designed product.
The field of HCI-area is often illustrated in this definition by ACM SIGCHI
(ACM´s Special Interest Group on Computer-Human Interaction), from
1992, (ACM 1992):

Figure 1: ACM/SIGCHI's description of the Human-Computer Interaction area. The
marked section indicates the area from where I’ve taken my theoretical framework.

In order to position myself visually in the field of HCI, I have shown my
background and main interests within the area outlined on the figure above.
The work that this thesis is based on also has its origins in these areas within
the field of HCI. The areas I consider as having the greatest impact on my
research are referred to in the figure as Social Organization and Work, and
Human Machine Fit and Adaptation. Here, I have worked with organisational issues in relation to the use of IT systems and with ways to adopt these
IT systems in order to make them fit smoothly into the organisation. My
involvement in the parts described in the lower part of the figure touches
upon the way this design process is carried out, under the heading Design
Approaches.
However, this figure represents how the field of HCI was described more
than ten years ago. Since then, the HCI research community has been growing constantly and has successively come to comprise additional research
approaches and theories. Moreover, HCI today is considered to be moving
17
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from a second generation or “wave” that focuses on work and participation
towards a third generation that is focusing on emotions and experiences
(Bödker 2006). However, we cannot see that the situation has changed appreciably. When it comes to research about designing IT system that support
daily work in general and in particular its relation to occupational health
aspects, we don’t consider the field as being ready to move on to another
level. Thus we agree with Bödker (op.cit.) when she argues that “The second
wave has left many problems behind that have not yet been solved.” There is
still plenty to do before such aspects are given satisfactory consideration by,
for example, employer organisations and companies who are engaged in
practical business such as acquiring, designing and implementing IT systems
supporting work. Therefore we find no reason to abandon our positions while leaving behind us “unfinished business”. Our objectives are to apply
knowledge in practice and for such professions it is clear there is much remaining to be done (Gulliksen et al. 2006). Nonetheless, we find the third
wave of research interesting and we can see how in the future, our work
could be inspired by new ideas.

2.2 Understanding Aspects of Work
The work that is performed by human individuals has been a very essential
element within all my research. In contrast to dealing primarily with design
of web sites using the latest technology or general mobile services, my focus
has instead been on IT systems that are used in some kind of professional
work context. Such use situations often require everyday use, for long hours,
sometimes in order to perform very important tasks. Addressing such a target area, the basic premises has been that if we have a deeper understanding
about work, its characteristics and how work is organised in practice, then
we can more successfully design support for that work.

2.2.1 Contextual
The most important aspect of work that I would like to emphasize is the one
regarding context. When designing IT-systems, especially for a work situation, the context where work is carried out is of great importance. When we
talk more generally about use of technology, this use also always occurs
within a context of some kind. This is referred to as the context of use. Maguire (2001) discusses this concept and claims that context analysis is an
essential pre-requisite for any work on usability and that an understanding of
the context of use is useful in the process of specifying usability requirements. Maguire also emphasizes the importance of describing a product with
regard to its relation to the context where the product is to be used, i.e. the
18
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context of use. Bevan (1994) also emphasises that a product’s usability is
strongly connected to the context where it is used, arguing that:
It is not meaningful to talk simply about the usability of a product, as usability is a function of the context in which the product is used.

Moreover, the international standards community has also recognized the
role of context of use within usability. The ISO 9241 international standard
Part 11, Guidance on usability (ISO 9241-11, 1998) refers to this role in its
definition of usability:
[Usability is] the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to
achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a
specified context of use.

The notion of context further emphasizes that the usability of a product is
affected not only by the features of the product itself, but also by the special
circumstances in which a product is used. This is expressed as follows in the
ISO 9241-11 standard:
[The context of use] consists of the users, tasks and equipment (hardware,
software and materials), and the physical and social environments in which
a product is used.

Context of use is also incorporated into the ISO 13407 standard on humancentred design (ISO 13407, 1999). In this standard, the process of understanding and specifying the context of use is emphasised as one of the main
stages within the human-centred design process.
However, Dourish (2004) holds a somewhat different view of context, agreeing that work is always carried out in a context, but arguing further that this
context is something that is inherently changing and therefore somewhat
complicated and not at all easy to define. Providing a deeper analysis of the
context concept, Oulasvirta et al. (2005) describes two views of the understanding of context which they refer to as realism and constructivism.
Briefly explained, the realism believes that context exists, it is structured and
perceivable and that computers can correctly recognize and adapt to it. Constructivism, believes that contexts are human creations, mental and social,
and that computers ought to provide resources for managing these contexts
(Oulasvirta op.cit.). My own viewpoint cannot give sole acknowledgement
to any of these views. Rather, I feel that context is something that is partly
static and in some sense “describable” in the physical environment where
use is undertaken. Moreover, it is combined with what is socially constructed, for example traditions, delegation of power, management relations
and norms at the workplace. But, it is also affected by the individual apprehension and personal references.
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The two views of context can be illustrated with an example from the VIHO
case (described in chapter “4.4.1 Home Care: VIHO and VisIT”) regarding
mobile assistant nurses in the homecare service sector. A realism view of
their work context emphasises, for example, that they are on the move, exposed to weather conditions, required to document certain predefined information regarding their patients and in need of technology that can be used
while they are walking or driving a car. On the other hand, a constructivist
view recognizes that one assistant nurse prefers to use a bike instead of the
car when the weather is good, that some of the assistant nurses are performing certain medical procedures in excess of their formal education, that in
addition, two nurses taking a course in dementia and are therefore not available to schedule on Monday mornings during three weeks, and as a consequence their colleagues have to manage twelve patients instead of ten on
these particular Mondays…
I find both these views of context important since together, they constitute a
holistic view of the work that is to be supported by an IT system.

2.2.2 Situated and Layered
My view of work is mainly influenced by the ethnomethodological orientation as expressed in the work of Suchman (1987) and Sachs (1995). Suchman presents a view of human work as situated. In her work, Suchman aims
at constructing a descriptive foundation for the analyses of human-machine
communication5. Fundamental to Suchman’s line of argument is the supposition that human work, referred to as “action”, is always situated and hence ,
the situation is crucial to the interpretation of action. Moreover, there is unpredictability in human action when it takes place in the complex world of
objects, artefacts and other actors in time and space. This unpredictability is
essential when it composes the essential resource that makes knowledge
possible and gives action its sense. Action is not predetermined, nor is it
random. It is situated. Hence, work practice cannot be predefined. It emerges
in the evolving situation. To understand action it is important to study the
context where action occurs (Suchman op.cit.). However, according to
Suchman and Dourish (op.cit.), the view of context can nevertheless be easily described for example with a number of predefined parameters.
Sachs (1995) is broader in her perspective and focuses on both the informal
features of work as it is actually carried out in practice (as Suchman) but she
also acknowledges the formal features of work as in an explicit, intentional
description. Sachs describes this as two views of work as the tacit activityoriented view and the explicit organizational view. In the latter view, work is
5

As expressed by Suchman instead of Human Computer Interaction.
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seen as a discrete set of tasks that serves a highly focused purpose (Sachs
op.cit). It is represented in official documents, instructions and procedures
describing how work is to be carried out. The activity-oriented view reflects
what people really do in order to meet the organisational and individual goals.
These differences between the tacit and explicit view of an organization are
recognized in the vision seminar process, when participants are discussing
what their organization looks like “on paper” and “how things actually work
in practice”. In addition, the recognition of work as situated is also an important motivation for making use of an ethnographically inspired approach in
my work, advocating field studies in order to be able to properly understand
and analyze context and work practice.

2.2.3 View of Workers
Furthermore, I agree with the views about workers and respect for their skills
that is in line with Bannon’s description (Bannon 1991) of workers as responsible, active people who can take control and who have underlying values and motivations when carrying out their work in the work setting. According to Bannon, humans (or users in a design perspective) are considered
in the activity-oriented view as human actors as opposed to the more cognitive focused understanding drawn from the human factors area. When understanding people as actors, Bannon asserts that we have to “seek new ways of
understanding the relationship between people, technology, work requirements, and organizational constraints in work settings”.
The view from the human factors area implies that users can only be studied
in isolation in a laboratory and reduces the view of humans to passive, depersonalized, unmotivated individuals that can be considered as yet another
system component. The understanding of people or users as actors, carrying
out a situated work in a context is the main reasons behind my choice of
research methods and theory.

2.2.4 Reflection in Work
My theoretical framework is also inspired by Schön (1983) who provides a
theoretical perspective about practitioners’ reflection on their work. For
Schön, reflection is a dialogue between thinking and acting through which
performance can be enhanced. He makes a distinction between reflection,
which occurs while we are involved in practice, and the reflection that takes
place after the actions have ended. Schön refers to these notions as reflection-in-action, and reflection-on-action.
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Reflection-in-action occurs “live” while an action is being performed and
this is often described as ‘thinking on our feet’. Thus it is tacit and spontaneous and often happens without thought. It involves using our experiences
and learning from theories at hand while we are engaged in practice. It leads
to building new understanding in order to inform our actions in the situation
that is unfolding. Reflection-in-action is considered more complex and more
mature, as well as more significant, then reflection-on-action.
Consequently, reflection-on-action refers to thinking back to the action we
have already carried out or stopping in the middle of an action in order to
think back about what just occurred. It enables us to spend time exploring
why we acted as we did. By doing that we develop sets of questions and
ideas about our activities and practice.
However one can question whether Schön is being a reflective practitioner
himself, when he doesn’t provide any reflection over his own work. Another
critique is that human emotions and the ways that they affect reflection, are
absent in his line of argument. Moreover, Schön does not discuss reflection
as a mutual, social phenomenon considering the social aspects of human
activity.
Understanding the importance of reflection is one of the fundamental elements when carrying out a vision seminar process. Therefore, one of the
main tasks of the process is to facilitate for the participants’ reflection. During the process, participants are encouraged in various ways to reflect on and
in their work practice and thus contribute to a fruitful discussion during the
seminar meetings.

2.3 Sustainable, Healthy Work
In a larger sense, the notion of sustainability discusses the question of how to
make human economic systems last longer and have less impact on ecological systems. However, if narrowed down to the concept of sustainable work,
we will land in an emerging area within the field of human work science.
Forslin (2000) describes the present sustainable work system discourse and
defines sustainable work systems as:
A Sustainable Work System is a work system in which the quality of work
(i.e., employee's health, well-being, and personal development); the quality
of the organization (productivity, efficiency, the ability to meet the challenges of tomorrow's business); and the quality of connections with the environment (both nature and society) are constantly kept at the same high
levels.
(Forslin 2000)
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However, we have approached the area through focusing on IT systems’
relation to such a sustainable work system. The health aspects of sustainable
work have been essential for us in terms of how they are affected by IT systems and thus, how well-designed IT systems can contribute to a sustainable
work that will last longer and have less negative impact on human health.
These aspects also have their origin in the ergonomic research area concerning occupational health.
Occupational health research implies that a poor working environment can
produce strain on employees in the form of stress. This is likely to happen
when the demands and expectations placed on the employee exceed his or
her capabilities. Stress can also occur as a result of a lack of stimulus, contingent on monotony in the workplace. The potential effects include both a
decline in productivity as well as poor health (Åborg 2002).
For prehistoric humans, stress was used as a means to survive external threats from nature and the ambient environment. As such, the stress reaction in
the human body was a crucial for survival. When exposed to a threat, the
human could run away from or fight against the threat in order to solve the
situation, hopefully survive, and consequently reduce the stress. Today however, this line of action is not applicable in the same way. Instead of contributing to mankind’s survival, this very same kind of stress now constitutes a
threat to people’s health. In today’s society and work life, stress usually
arises in connection with psychosocial factors. Such factors can be a faster
working pace, higher demands in the workplace, a lack of influence and
control over one’s work situation or the need for social support (Karasek and Theorell
1990). What differentiates the
kind of stress that the prehistoric human being once experienced from the one we meet at
our workplaces today, is that
we now have a more constant
stress load, that affects us over
longer periods of time, without
chance for recovery. Moreover,
violence or flight does not
solve today’s stress situations.
An illustrative model describing aspects of healthy work was developed by
Robert Karasek and Töres Theorell (Karasek and Theorell op.cit.) and has
for long been one of the keystones in my own research as well as in the research of our group. It describes the work situation in relation to the subjective experiences of demand, control and social support at work. Demands are
the requirements laid upon the worker in terms of what he or she is obliged
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to do, but they are also the demands that the worker lays upon him or herself.
Control is the means that the worker can use to survey and handle the work
situation. Social support refers to overall levels of helpful social interaction
this is available on the job, from co-workers, supervisors and other sources.
The primary work-related risk factors are the workers’ lack of control over
their job demands and lack of control in terms of how their skills are to be
used. (op.cit.)

Figure 2: The demand control support model as described by Åborg (2002) and
Sandblad et al. (2003), illustrating how a healthy work is characterized by balance
between demands, control and social support. High demands can be managed, provided that the balance is maintained. An unhealthy work is a work where high demands are badly balanced by low levels of control and social support. In such a
work situation, increased risks for stress reactions, health problems and illness are
recognized.

Hence, high demands can be managed if they are combined with high control and strong social support. However, if the demands become too high in
relation to control and social support, this will produce a high level of stress
and increased risk for poor health. According to this model, the most favourable situation is one characterised by an adequate level of demands, a high
level of control and strong social support.
It is not demands of work itself but the organizational structure of work that
plays the most consistent role in the development of stress-related illness.
Since this organizational structure is an eminently ‘designable’ aspect of
our industrial society, we are optimistic that new job redesign solutions can
be found.
(Karasek and Theorell 1990)
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Research shows that the increased computerization of a work place often
leads to workers experiencing in higher demands. (Åborg 2002). Consequently, these higher demands must be counterbalanced with increased control and social support. Today, however, the situation is the contrary (Åborg
op.cit.): the feeling of control and level of social support is often reduced
with the onset of increased demands. This may lead to major problems in the
work environment, as well as increased risks for poor health and workrelated illnesses. When new work processes are designed, or when new technology is introduced, we must strive for increased control and high social
support for the workers that are affected by the changes.

2.3.1 Healthy Work and IT systems
The design of IT systems, as well as their use in practice, greatly influences
the working environment and users’ health. Issues of work environment have
several dimensions and can be divided in three different parts (Sandblad
et.al., 2003):
Physical work environment encompasses the ergonomics of the work environment. The physical workplace must be designed to facilitate a healthy
work situation. IT-supported work imposes requirements on the equipment.
The monitor, keyboard, mouse, chair, table, lighting etc. should all be ergonomically designed and adapted to the specific user and his or her work situation. A poor physical work environment may, among, lead to problems
such as eye problems and/or strain injuries such as pain in neck, shoulders,
arms or hands (Åborg 2002).
Psychosocial work environment concerns how the personnel feel at work
and how they experience their work situation, including internal relations,
relations with the management and the social support that is experienced. If
these elements are negative, it will mainly effect one of Karasek and Theorells important factors, namely, a feeling of lack of support. IT systems may
have such a negative effect if they are not carefully designed and introduced.
Examples of negative effects from IT include badly designed functionality
for monitoring, time measurement and distribution of workload.
Cognitive work environment concerns how well the IT system and our cognitive abilities are matched. An example of a poor match would be when
something in the work situation prevents us from using our knowledge and
skills in an efficient way in order to perform a certain task. A computer application for instance, may hinder its users from working efficiently, thus
making the work problematic, slow, complex and hard to understand. Hence,
work takes long time to perform, errors are frequent and the technology is
confusing. It is important to understand these problems as they may affect
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work negatively, by making the personnel ineffective and insecure, which in
turn, can lead to feelings of irritation and stress.
Some examples of other significant problems that may arise when using
supporting IT systems in work are:
x

Restraints and lack of freedom. The user becomes deskbound in
front of a computer during large parts of the day, most often in
static, monotonous positions.

x

A feeling of being controlled by the IT system, i.e. there is a lack
of possibilities to control the work, as for example, when a certain
work task must be carried out in the sequence defined by the IT
system and not in the sequence that the user finds most efficient,
given the prevailing circumstances.

x

Stress and the experience of high work demands in terms of work
load, time pressure and poor IT support exceed the resources at
hand and the user’s abilities.

x

Stress-related psychosomatic conditions, i.e. headache, irritation,
stomach-ache, lack of sleep.

x

Physical problems, foremost ache in the neck, shoulders, arms and
hands - for example “mouse arm”.

It is important to recognize the strong relationship between IT systems, efficiency in the work process and occupational health issues. The IT system
must support efficiency in the work process and a healthy work environment. For a user, the largest work environment problem may be the feeling
of not working efficiently enough and subsequent stress-related problems.
Users are often much more concerned about the efficiency than for example
the physical work environment (Åborg 2002).

2.3.2 Laws and Regulations
Sweden has legislated several laws and regulations concerning the work
environment. Most occupations today include work supported by IT systems
and IT systems are hence considered as a natural part of the work environment. The Swedish work environment act (Swedish Work Environment Authority 1998) Statute Book ASF 1998:5 ”Work with display screen equipment” from the Swedish Work Environment Authority, contains strict statutes that are directly applicable to the professional use of IT systems. In our
work with the vision seminar process, we consider these regulations as well
as inform other involved parties. Initially, the act is clear about how work is
to be performed. Work should be characterized by:
x
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x

Coherence between different tasks

x

Opportunities for personal and vocational development

x

Self-determination

x

Professional responsibility

Furthermore, the act is also clear in terms of the user’s participation in the
development of his or her work environment, in which work with supporting
IT systems are included:
The employee shall be given the opportunity of participating in the design of
his own working situation and in processes of change and development affecting his own work.
(Chapter 2, section 1)

Moreover, the following provisions regarding IT supported work can be
found:
Display screen work which is closely controlled or restricted in a physical
or mental respect or is monotonously repetitive may not normally occur.
(Section 7)
Software and systems shall be suitably designed with regard to the requirements of the task and the aptitudes and needs of the operator. Software must
be easy to use and, where appropriate, adaptable to the operator's level of
knowledge or experience. Systems shall as far as possible give the operators’ feedback with regard to the work done. They shall display information
in a format and at a pace which are adapted to the operators.
In the design and selection of software, special consideration shall be paid
to the ergonomic principles applying to human capacity for perceiving, understanding and processing information.
No quantitative or qualitative control, through the data system, of the employee's work input may be undertaken without the employee's knowledge.
(Section 10)

In the general recommendations in the same statute book, the following requirements are also stated:
It is essential that selection of software and systems should emanate from
the needs of the operators.
It is essential for the software proposed and the systems planned to be evaluated in terms of their positive and negative effects on the working environment.
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…it is important that operators should be enabled to participate in the design and selection of system and software.

These are all strict regulations that could be valuable for the employee. If
legal measures were taken against today’s workplaces in regards to issues
concerning IT-supported work, probably not many workplaces would be
able to fulfil all these requirements. If the regulations are violated, the employer may be subject to considerable fines. Today the regulations are rarely
enforced in the Swedish court of law, and there are very few known precedents or court orders to refer to. This is probably because the laws and regulations are not particularly well-known among Swedish employers and are
not followed to any great extent, not even by the audit authorities. One can
speculate as to why this seems to be the case. In my contacts with the authorities it turns out that the audit authorities have difficulties upholding the
regulations when they themselves lack both the knowledge, the tools, as well
as a commitment to dealing with the problem.
Knowledge about sustainable work and the current laws and directives is
important when carrying out the vision seminar process. Process leaders that
are guiding the process and the seminar meetings need to be well-informed
in order to be able to direct the development of organization and IT system
in accordance with current laws and directives and thereby avoid occupational health issues in the proposed future work

2.4 Design of Work Supporting IT Systems
Professional IT users most commonly use their tools for long hours every
day. In this way the tool becomes an important part in the execution of their
work, as well as a part of their daily work environment. Consequently this
important target group imposes particular demands on an IT system. Nevertheless, it is our experience that most users have very little control over what
IT system is used and how it is designed to help them to carry out their work.
This means that the execution of the user’s work becomes strictly dependent
of the system (Boivie 2005). From a system development perspective, it is
easier to identify the user and the context where an IT system is to be put in
place or be used, when designing an IT system that is to be used in a work
setting compared to a common IT system for a general setting with a broad
target group. However, when an IT-system is designed for a mobile work
context there are some difficulties that require extra efforts in terms of identifying the context of use. This issue is treated thoroughly in my licentiate
theses (Johansson 2005).
When a tool, e.g. an IT system, is frequently and professionally used in a
workplace, the system’s characteristics are of a great importance. The IT
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system must efficiently support the user’s work practice and performance of
work. In most cases, a longer learning period for the IT system is necessary
in order to gain such efficiency. In a professional context, a user is normally
a novice for a relatively short period of time when using the system, and
potentials for development of high skill levels are quickly evolving when
activities are regularly repeated. Thereby some work tasks are performed
automatically, requiring less of the user’s attention (Nygren et al. 1992).
Furthermore, IT systems for professional use require that the user can be
expected to recognize the terminology and some interaction procedures in
the application and thereby require less guidance. In this way, efficiency is
gained when using the system, but it may be at the expense of a longer period of learning. Similarly, it is claimed that a large amount of information
should be presented at the same time in the interface. Minimal explanations
can be done in favour of quick access to larger amounts of information simultaneously. This might give a chaotic impression for the novice, but is has
been shown to be more efficient for the professional and experienced user
(Nygren op.cit, Lif 1998, Lif et al. 2001).
When designing IT systems, one of the goals is to achieve transparency,
implying that the tool is so well-adapted to its use that it “disappears” and
the user’s full focus and concentration can be directed towards how to solve
the task at hand, and not towards how to use the tool (Bødker 1991). This is
most apparent when designing professional systems for professional practice, where the work practice is the primary focus and an IT-system is only
an aid in carrying out the work. Criteria related to ease of learning, appealing
graphic design, “cool” features, etc. become less important in this context.
The system must instead be designed on the basis of optimisation of work
activities instead of merely optimising the use of the computer (Gulliksen et
al.1997).
A professional IT system can also be used less often, as for example a special system supporting an infrequently occurring work task. The system is
then given a number of properties also applicable to non-professional systems. There is no guarantee that the user remembers from time to time how
to use the system. Even though the user is given the very best instructions,
the user will likely forget how to effectively use it. Consequently, such system must be designed in a more intuitive, obvious and self-instructional way.

2.4.1 Standards
In addition to research results and current Swedish laws and regulations,
there are also international standards that define basic principles of usability
in IT systems and how to develop them. We find these standards and definitions important when working with usability aspects in system development.
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In the vision seminar process, they have made up a common definition of
usability that can be related to by all interested parties.
ISO/IEC 9241 (1998) Ergonomic Requirements for Office Work with Visual
Display Terminals is a large standard work, containing definitions of usability and principles for development of user interfaces. Part 11 in the ISO standard explains how to identify the information that it is necessary to take into
account when specifying or evaluating usability in terms of measures of user
performance and satisfaction. Guidance is also given on how to describe a
product’s context of use and the measures of usability in an explicit way. In
this standard work, the term usability is, as discussed earlier, defined as
The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve
specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified
context of use.
ISO/ IEC 9241-11 (1998)

Hence, this definition of usability is based on the three elements: effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. Effectiveness refers to whether users can
accomplish stated goals; efficiency relates to the resources that are needed,
and satisfaction relates to both acceptability of the system and ease of use
(ISO/IEC 9241-11, 1998). Usability can also be related to the more general
concept of usefulness. Nielsen (1993) defines usefulness as: “How suitable a
system is in terms of achieving a certain goal.” Usefulness encompasses two
concepts: utility and usability. Utility determines if appropriate functionality
is at hand while usability determines if the user is supported as defined by
the ISO-standard mentioned above.
The standard ISO/IEC 13407 Human centred design processes for interactive
systems deals with principles and methods for user-centred system design. It
provides guidance on achieving quality in use by describing how to incorporate user-centred design activities throughout the design process and later on,
throughout the life cycle of interactive computer-based systems. Usercentred design is described as a multi-disciplinary activity, which incorporates usability and knowledge of ergonomics and techniques with a focus on
enhancing effectiveness and productivity through improving human working
conditions.
Standards and regulations and how they affect user-centred design have been
described in more detail by Göransson (2004) and standards and regulations
in relation to workplace ergonomics is further described by Åborg (2002).
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3. Methodology

In this section I will elaborate on the research methods, as well as on some
of the approaches that are used for system development. Initially, action
research provides the main methodological research method in which an
ethnographic approach has had a large influence. User-centered design and
participatory design represents my approach to system development used in
the vision seminar process. Moreover future workshops and scenarios are
used as hands-on methods that provide tangible results, which in turn are
used as input to system development.

3.1 Action Research Approach
Action research aims at carrying out studies with the purpose of making a
change, in contrast to e.g. ethnomethodology that focuses on understanding.
However, in order to propose a successful change when we do action research, we find it important to first achieve an understanding, thereafter propose changes and study the effect of the proposed changes. In such a way the
two approaches are jointly used in what we find is a beneficial arrangement
providing both influence and change.
Action research makes it easier for the researcher to apply theories in practice and in a genuine work situation, in order to make some kind of a change
in the situation at issue. Kurt Levin is considered to be one of the pioneers
within the field of action research and he describes this type of research expressively:
If you want to know how things really are, just try to change them.
(Levin 1958)

An important characteristic of action research is that all the individuals involved are considered as informed and contributing participants and they are
expected to contribute with their respective knowledge and experiences. This
applies to both researchers and workplace representatives and this view is
something we agree with in our basic values and research practice.
The researcher’s role in action research is to take an active and deliberate
role in the process and in the context of his/her investigation. This is unlike
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the methods in objectivist science where the researcher is to be an impartial
spectator in the research context (as explained in McKay and Marshall
2001). Instead the action researcher is viewed as a key participant in the
research process, working collaboratively with other concerned and affected
actors to bring about change in a target domain. In such way the researcher is
a facilitator for favourable changes and a catalyst in the development process.
As the name suggests, action research has dual aims of both action and research. Action refers to a change that is to be carried out to some extent.
Research refers to the expected understanding gained by the researcher, representatives for the target domain, or by both. The researchers bring an intellectual framework and knowledge about the process to the research context,
while the representatives for the target domain bring knowledge of the work
context. In our application of action research, we have strived to work with
target domain representatives who are practitioners and people actually working in the domain where the changes will be applied.
The relation between action and research might vary. There are action research methods whose main focus is on action, and where research is a peripheral benefit whose main outcome is knowledge for the participants. At
the other extreme, the primary focus is on research and the results research
obtains are the main attraction. In this case, action is considered a byproduct, gaining little attention. In both approaches the fundamental idea is
practicable; it is possible for action to inform understanding, and understanding to assist action.

Figure 3: The action research cycle, in its most simple nature.

The action research cycle consists, at a minimum, of the elements of intention or planning (intend) that occurs prior to action (act), followed thereafter
by review or critique. This line of action is applied during several iterations
in a group process. The phase referred to here as review is described as the
two phases, observe and reflect, in some descriptions of the action research
cycle.
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The dual aim of action research as both practical problem-solving and testing
theory, provides a win-win scenario for both researchers and participants.
Action research is a research approach with a cyclical process in contrast to
traditional research which is often presented as a linear process, proceeding
from research question via method to results and discussion. However, my
research process is not linear, but more like a spiral where the empirical data
and previous results propel the research as it evolves.

3.2 Ethnomethodology
Ethnomethodology has its origin in sociology and focuses on the ways in
which people make sense of their social world. As an analytic orientation,
ethnomethodologists seek to understand and explain the practices that people
use to organize their activities. Pioneered by the sociologist Harold Garfinkel, the methodological orientation of ethnomethodology has inspired the
field of HCI in recent years (Button 2003). As HCI researchers widened their
interests beyond the individual user and started to look at computers within a
social context of use, ethno-methodology was considered to be an appropriate source of inspiration. In this context, ethno-methodology is a pillarstone
for the research field of Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW)
where, among others, Lucy Suchman based her work with plans and situated
actions (Suchman 1987).
Since my research work has a practical nature and is mostly carried out in
relation to a physical workplace, the ethnomethodological approach has provided good guidance. When ethnomethodology is used within the HCI area
an ethnographic approach is often applied.

3.2.1 Ethnography
Ethnography is traditionally based on long-term engagement in the field.
However, my undertakings have not been particularly long-lasting, and I can
therefore only claim to have an ethnographically inspired approach. Ethnography strives to produce qualitative descriptions of work and to make the
“real world” sociality of a setting visible, as it is perceived by those involved
(Hughes et al. 1994). It is an approach which insists that rigorous attention
must be paid to the social organisation of current practice. This approach is
appreciated in ethnomethodology, or as described by Crabtree (1998):
Seen from ethnomethodology’s point of view, ethnography’s task is to identify the everyday methods and practical reasoning in and through the application of which activities of work are practically accomplished as routine,
taken-for-granted activities within a working division of labour.
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Or as expressed by McCleverty (1997):
The goal of an ethnographic study is to identify routine practices, problems,
and possibilities for development within a given activity or setting.

Advance assumptions should not be made in terms of what the relevant features of a work place setting are, how work practice is carried out or how
work tasks relate to a system design. Hence, ethnographers do not start with
a clear idea of what they will find. Therefore many aspects of the system
usually must be examined, thus introducing a lot of duplication or similarity
of data. Hence, it takes time, especially in a complex work system, to form a
coherent view of what is going on, to learn how the work practice is carried
out and to attempt to understand what tacit knowledge exists etc.
Ethnographers look at the world from the point of view of those in it. Their
behaviour itself is not the appropriate level of analysis, rather, it is the meaning of the behaviour. This is done through descriptions and analysis of how
the social organization of work activities is accomplished, and to further
relate the description and analysis to systems design.
It can be claimed that ethnographic data resists formalization (McCleverty
op.cit.). The data stress the importance of context and the setting; therefore
there is no “correct” data to collect. Data can include general description of
behavior, physical layout and conversations. It can be non-judgmental thoughts on what is happening, concrete examples and repeated occurrences. In
order to produce detailed descriptions of the activities of social actors within
specific contexts, several methods are used in an ethnographic approach,
such as:
x

Contextual inquiry - a slightly more specific form of ethnography
focusing on asking questions therefore "inquiry".

x

Observational study - watching or studying users, without asking
questions such as why or how things are being done.

x

Participant observation - focuses on the ethnographer joining in
user activities to better understand the processes involved.

Such methods are referred to as field studies and they aim at collecting various data, e.g. audio and video recordings, notes on observations, screenshots,
documents and other artifacts. The data is then analysed in order to discover
the methods and strategies by which people organise their work, and how
they understand it and reason about it, with a special focus on the role that
technology plays in those practices.
However, there are also some drawbacks to using ethnography in system
development. The qualitative nature of ethnographic results can for example
make them difficult to present in an approach that is usable for system development. Moreover, ethnographic studies use a small number of partici34
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pants and a small-scale environment (Hughes et al. 1995). Increasing the
scale can be difficult as it involves higher costs and more effort. However,
most prominent is the amount of time required. Applied in a system development process, time spent in a study is very valuable and ethnographic
studies can seldom have the scope of the studies performed by anthropologists, for example. To make the procedure more effective when contributing
to the design of IT systems, ethnography tends to be applied in an abbreviated way. A response to these time limitations is the development of more
time-efficient field research methods like quick and dirty ethnography
(Hughes et al. 1995) that further inspired Millen (2000) to define a method
of rapid ethnography.

3.3 User-Centered Design
The fundamental idea with user-centred design is the principle that all development of IT systems must be performed through an active participation by
persons who know the target domain, such as a workplace, i.e. the ones that
actually are (to be) the future users of the system. The term user-centered
design (UCD) was founded by Donald Norman and became widely used
after the publication of the book User-Centered System Design: New Perspectives on Human-Computer Interaction (Norman and Draper 1986). In
this publication, recommendations are made that place the user at the centre
of the design process. Hence, the role of the designer is to facilitate the task
for the user and to make sure that the user is able to make use of the product
as intended and with a minimum effort required in order to learn how to use
it.
User-centred design has now grown to a general term for methods and a
philosophy which focuses on designing for, and involving users in, the design of computerized systems (Abras et al. 2004). It has come to include
various user-centred methods for analysis, design and evaluation, in which
the ways users participate can vary. At one end of the spectrum user involvement may be relatively sparse; they may be consulted about their
needs, observed and participate in usability testing. At the other end of the
spectrum involvement can be all-embracing, including users participating
extensively throughout the design process.

3.4 Participatory Design
During the 1980’s, system engineers, product designers, and so called human
interface designers became increasingly interested in different system developing techniques based on the involvement of users in the design and devel35
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opment of computer-based systems. For guidance and inspiration some of
these professionals turned to an approach to systems design pioneered in
Scandinavia. This approach to computer system development is referred to
as Participatory Design (PD) (Blomberg and Henderson 1990) or the Scandinavian model. As a user-centred design approach, PD advocates extensive
user participation in an exploratory, experience-driven design process. Here,
it is important to emphasize the dynamic learning qualities in PD. Ehn
(1993) defines PD as a learning process where designers and users are learning from each other.
…PD means not only users participating in design but also designers participating in use.
(Ehn 1993)

Moreover, PD acknowledges that organisations and companies consist of
different parties with occasionally contradictory interests. Routines, laws and
regulations have been built up to handle situations where such interests come
into conflict and to provide a way for trade unions’ to bring democracy into
work domains. Negotiations between representatives for different interest
groups, mostly trade union and management, are hence a fundamental
method for collaboration in Scandinavian work life. There is consequently a
political energy in the philosophy of PD about engaging people in the designs that affect them and it is in this context that the Scandinavian model is
derived.
There is no single view of what participatory design includes, nor is there a
unified position on the theoretical underpinnings of the approach (Blomberg
op.cit.). However it is commonly agreed that the overall goal of this approach is to improve the quality of work life. The design and development of
new technology is done in the service of improving the quality of working
life for the users of the technology. Both the users and developers involved
in the design activity share this objective. Furthermore, the orientation is
collaborative and users participate in decisions related to technology that
have, or will have, an impact on their work-lives. The idea of participation is
inspired by different political interests and by the strong unions that exist in
Scandinavia. Those conditions also influence the language used, e.g. “workers” and “empowerment”. In this collaboration, users act as fully empowered
participants in the design process. In Bannon's (1991) words, users are considered an autonomous agent that has the capacity to regulate and coordinate
his or her behaviour and not as a passive element in a human-machine system.
When practicing PD, designers and users work together to develop technology and to integrate it into the users’ current work practices. The process is
iterative and the design ideas that emerge are tested in real work situations.
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Presenting and testing emerging design ideas early in the process is something that designers strive to carry out, together with users. By doing this, the
users are given an opportunity to experience what it would be like to use the
new technology in their work and consequently, to some extent, experience
the new work practice created by the new technology. Users’ work practices
and tacit knowledge is considered very valuable and should be allowed to
influence the design. Hence design work requires respect for workers’ traditions and established concepts, as well as respect for the designers’ ability to
free themselves from ingrained methods and use their creative ability to see
new possibilities that are facilitated by new knowledge and technology.
Today, PD is a heterogeneous field, employing a wide range of practical
techniques for enabling active user participation in design. Despite a vast
array of evolving approaches, participatory design might nevertheless be
said to consist of a common core of techniques that support user involvement in work-oriented design (Crabtree 1998). Future workshops, Studies of
work, Mock-ups, Prototyping and Scenario construction are commonly used
techniques that are employed individually at various, selective stages in the
development. The PD area is also turning to ethnography in order to more
thoroughly study and understand the users’ work situation (Crabtree op.cit).

3.5 Future Workshops
The concept of Future Workshops has clearly been a valuable source of inspiration in my work with the vision seminar process. In spite of the fact that
the concept has a strong political background rather than scientific roots it
still ought to be described here as a method related to in my work.
Future workshop was first used in Germany during the seventies as a tool in
the political fights of civil action groups pushing for a better enforcement of
their interests in order to create a future worth living for. The concept was
introduced by Robert Jungk (1913-1994), an Austrian writer and journalist.
During the fifties, Jungk’s initial thoughts about the future workshop started
to form. Jungk was politically active and inspired by three main sources that
are accounted for very shortly here. Firstly, Jungk supported socialist principles such as democratic, participative and collective decision making. Secondly he was very interested in creative problem solving. Here, the development by Alex Osborne of the familiar brainstorming technique was of
great interest for Jungk. The third source was suitable methods for creating
and developing new ideas. He paid special attention to activation of the intuition of individuals, how to gain synergy effects in groups and procedures
that potentially contribute to the creation of an alternative solution.
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The purpose with the Future workshop6 was to develop a proposal for a desirable future through a joint critique of the establishment. The main thought
with the method is that a group of people should cooperate in order to develop attractive visionary ideas and strategies about the future. The three
main phases critique, fantasy, and implementation shall evoke criticism of
current work, bring up visions of future work and finally identify the resources needed to realize the visions. Metaphors would be used to stimulate
new perspectives, in particular when people were unable to see beyond their
own personal horizon.
In this way, the future workshop was used and meant for political purposes,
that valued empowerment, social learning and finding alternative solutions
to the ones proposed by the establishment. Moreover, the future workshops
technique spread and began to be applied in a research context and become
an important approach for the evolvement of participatory design (e.g. in
Kensing and Madsen 1991 and in Bødker et al. 2004). In recent times, this
technique has also been used by companies and organisations in their planning activities. When developed and applied further, the method has been
criticised for abandoning its basis of empowerment and social learning and
for instead being used to bring legitimacy to decisions made by these organisations.
In the vision seminar process we do not claim to actually carry out future
workshops according to the original description. The content in a VSP can
however make use of the three phases critique, fantasy, and implementation,
but applied more evenly over several seminar meetings and carried out during a longer period of time. Hence, participants’ reflection over time is striven for and encouraged in various ways.

3.6 Using Scenarios
Using scenarios is a popular technique within the field of HCI, as it can be
used to support many design activities. We have used scenarios for illustrating use situations with a focus on work. Given that scope, scenarios are most
often prose-style representations exemplifying work practice during the future use of the system. Used in such way, we find scenarios to be a suitable
tool for combining many representations into a whole.
Experience shows that traditional representations such as requirements specifications provide only limited support for end users who want to under-

6

The method was published and described in the book “Future Workshops: How to Create
Desirable Futures “ (Jungk and Müllert 1987). However, the book is today very rare and hard
to find and I have unfortunately not succeeded to find it.
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stand emerging computer artifacts (Kyng 1995). Hence the technique of
using scenarios has been developed within the HCI community. Scenarios
have the qualities needed to describe a typical work flow (such as a day’s
work) and at the same time can refer to more specific or detailed representations of selected aspects of the work flow (Bødker et al. 2004). Scenarios can
visualize the practical application of a proposed IT system – that is, the potential effects of implementing it. In addition, the objective of scenario writing can be a focus on the relationships between the IT systems and work
organisation that is proposed in a design vision. Consequently, it is a tool to
put what is to be designed in a use context, before any development activities have been carried out. Bødker et al. (op.cit.) adds yet another advantage
that earn a certain focus - the activity itself (construct the scenario) is a technique that supports building coherent vision and thus helps to anchor these
visions and build up a mutual understanding among the participants.
When applied in a PD context, the scenario technique is taken one step further and advocates that scenarios should be written with a major amount of
input from the future users. Thus, scenarios are based on the users’ conceptualization of their work context and may describe application of an ITsystem from a users’ point of view. Nonetheless, a written scenario should
be allowed to change and be developed during several iterations before it can
be considered as completed.
When fine-tuned and agreed upon, scenario work provides input for the next
step in the development process. As expressed by Kyng (1995), scenario
work is a good start for further work with prototypes:
Scenarios [...] are not simply descriptions of details of work, rather, they set
the stage for the use of mock-ups and prototypes.

However, use of scenarios is debated in various ways in the research discourse. A main critique of scenario-based design is that people may interpret
scenarios in different ways. Scenarios can provide a detailed description as
well provide a general, conceptual view. A question that has been argued in
the research community is whether scenarios should be kept “loose” and
abstract or more well-defined, concrete,and thus providing more detailed and
defined descriptions (Campbell 1992). Benyon and Macaulay (2002) argue
for a combination of the two approaches and propose a step further towards
the concrete, but still keeping the conceptual scenarios quite abstract. When
in chapter “4.2.7 Documents Describing Future Work”, the vision seminar
process is described in more detail, I will further outline how the latter approach supports our use of scenarios in the VSP.
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4. Research Studies

My underpinning theories and methodological framework have been the
foundation for my work in three different projects (described as case studies
in chapter “4.4 Cases”). The most obvious common characteristic is that they
all have focused on early user participation and the upcoming computerization of work organizations. Given that fundamental condition, we have carried out these studies using the approach that we have come to call “Vision
Seminar Process” (VSP). The process has emerged, been applied and developed in a number of cases in various organisations for several years (Sandblad et al. 2003, Olsson 2005, Johansson 2005).
The VSP facilitates a development of the present work organization and
proposes a new, future, work practice supported by new IT systems. The
objective of the process is not solely to develop a new IT support system for
the existing work organisation and work processes. The objective is rather to
use the potential of new technology to enhance development of work and its
organisation as such. In this way we can fulfil two different goals. First we
can make sure that the new IT system is well-adapted to the new work processes. Secondly, we can use the potential of new technology to support the
positive development of work, instead of simply preserving old structures
and processes. Moreover, the change of organisation and IT systems can
become a process that is initiated and influenced by the employees, i.e. the
workers, and not something that is forced upon them from the outside.
In this part of the thesis, I will begin with a short description of the underlying values for our work, referred to as perspectives. I then give an account of
the vision seminar process is as it has evolved up until now and this is followed by a short description of the process’ history, together with an account
of how the process has developed over time. The section will then conclude
with a more extensive description of the three cases studies.

4.1 Perspectives for a Vision Seminar Process
During our work with the vision seminar process, we have formulated perspectives that we use to approach a VSP project. We refer to these perspectives as underlying important values in terms of what should influence application of the vision seminar process. Consequently, the intention with the
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perspectives is to support a mutual agreement on the undertakings of a vision
seminar process.
In our action research setting, where the VSP has been applied in various
cases, these perspectives have been formulated and developed over time and
are the values that we consider most prominent. We have seen that when
new technology is designed, its focus is to support present work tasks in the
present organization. Moreover, we have seen that IT is viewed as something
that complicates a work situation, rather than a tool to facilitate a work situation. Nor have we been able to discern an understanding of the potentials in
IT as a vehicle that can be used to achieve something more than simply providing support for work as it is presently carried out. Nor can we see that any
focus is being put on occupational health issues or that there is an ambition
to work actively for achieving a healthy and sustainable work when IT systems are introduced.
Therefore, these issues are addressed by the perspectives for the VSP. A
short description of each perspective is given here, and they are more thoroughly described in paper V.
1. Focus on future work - emphasizes design of and for the future organization, future work practice and supporting technology.
2. Focus on IT as engine - uses the potential of new technology to
engineer new ways of working and promote organizational and
work development.
3. Focus on healthy, sustainable, work - gives attention to work environment and occupational health problems and prevents them
from arising in future work situations.
Effects of the perspectives have been found in the material gathered from
cases, such as minutes and reports, which document the work in the VSP. At
present, this current set of perspectives is the substance of an emergent underlying set of important values we have found up till now. However, future
applications of the vision seminar process will perhaps provide further experiences which could motivate an adjustment of these perspectives.

4.2 Vision Seminars – A Participatory Process
When an IT system is introduced in a work situation it will lead to a number
of consequences. Both the organization and the work practices will undergo
substantial changes (Greenbaum and Kyng 1991). The work tasks will not be
performed in the very same way as before the introduction, since IT systems,
by their nature, alter the ways of working, both positively and negatively. To
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support a positive development, and to prevent that work is changed for the
worse, our main approach is to let the changes be influenced to a high degree
by the employees, i.e. the future users of the IT system and the ones that are
to carry out the work in practice. They are the ones who know their work
best and consequently have invaluable knowledge about how the work situation could be improved. However, changes cannot be governed totally by the
practitioners. Therefore the VSP constitutes a forum for jointly envisioning
work, where practitioner’s knowledge contributes together with our existing
knowledge about occupational health aspects, design knowledge and governing factors from the organisation and management.
In this context, the vision seminar process is initiated in order to answer
broad-spectrum questions about how work processes and IT systems can be
jointly developed in practice. The process has been developed from a point
of view inherited from the PD area, based on extensive user participation, a
view of workers as skilled professionals, and an awareness of the need for
work redesign in connection with systems development. A fundamental approach in the VSP is to facilitate for users’ reflection in and on action when
striving to reach the goal of providing a rich picture of the desired future
work situation.
When considering work as situated action (Suchman 1987), complicated
schematic visualization of the workers’ work processes within an organisation have thus been abandoned. Instead the vision seminar process keeps its
focus on
-

how work is really carried out in practice

-

how work can be improved to enhance possibilities for users to
maintain and increase their skills and to work efficiently and with
high quality

-

how future needs can be dealt with

-

how a healthy and sustainable work can be created.

In the vision seminars, participants are encouraged to explain and relate to
the way work is carried out today. In addition, we can complement this view
with knowledge from other studies of various kinds. But obviously we cannot know for sure what the future work will look like.

4.2.1 Envisioning
During the vision seminars we strongly emphasise the future way of working. The vision of new, future, work is in focus during the process and the
technology that is proposed and discussed is meant to support that future
work. However, to initiate user communication with direct questions like,
“How do you want to work in the future?” and “How would you like the new
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IT system to be?” are seldom profitable when they are very open questions
that guarantee difficulties in obtaining constructive and visionary answers.
Henry Ford is to have said once:
If I had asked my customers what they wanted, they would have asked for a
faster horse.

It is our experience that if users are asked about future requirements without
envisioning activities and time for reflection on their own, current practices
risk being conveyed into the future system - routinely and without questioning. Old cow paths are getting paved.
Nonetheless, good practices, perhaps developed over a long period of time
within the organization, should not be rejected out of hand. What must be
emphasized is that participants in the seminars should carefully reflect over
what practices they want to bring along into the new way of working, i.e. the
proposal of future work, and what practices they want to leave behind. It is
also important that the process leaders provide good support for the process
since it has to be allowed to take time, and it must facilitate the participants’
reflection and provide opportunities to approach the question in various
ways.
A short case study7 carried out with the mobile homecare system Permitto
Care, illustrates the consequences of not using such an approach.
The mobile system Permitto Care was developed in cooperation with the
home- care services in a sparsely populated municipally in the north of Sweden. Home help practitioners there spend several hours a day, traveling many
miles between their patients. The fact that it took the IT system three minutes
to properly connect and grant access to medical information needed for the
visits was a negligible time and the system was much appreciated and gained
a good reputation.
A few years later, the Permitto Care system was implemented by the homecare services in Farsta, a suburb of Stockholm. Here, the three minutes connecting time become decisive. Practitioners in Farsta had just a few minutes
walk between their patients and therefore they found the connecting time too
lengthy. Instead, they continued using their new IT system in the way they
were used to working with the medical information. During a workday, they
connected to the Permitto Care system three times - during the morning meeting, during lunch and at the end of the day when they had finished the day’s
visits. In other words, they used their new IT-system in the very same way as
they had always worked when information was stored in paper files kept at a
common premise.

In this example, current practices were retained in the new IT system that
was implemented in Farsta. When introducing the system, there was no re7

Published as a case in Verburg et al. (2006) and separately published in Johansson (2005).
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flection over what old practices should be held onto in the new way of working or what practices should be left behind.
With their increased potential for information and communication, new
technical systems offer new possibilities for development of organisation,
work tasks, strategies, professions etc. These possibilities and the requirements they entail, must be jointly negotiated and re-worked during the vision
seminar process. Such approach is also emphasized by Kensing and Madsen
(1991), who advocate that:
...the process of creating visions about future work situations should be explicitly supported and derive from an interplay between the competence of
users and designers.
(Kensing and Madsen 1991)

Reflection, envisioning, and hands-on activities that include both actual and
future work practices are consequently considered necessary and is an essential characteristic in the VSP. Users are encouraged to contribute with visionary proposals as well as formulate opinions about given proposals from
the process leaders. Such proposals benefit from being visualized, and a
suitable continued course of action for such an early design approach is prototyping and sketching as further discussed by e.g. Rettig (1984) and Snyder
(2003). This approach involves a more hands-on work in the seminars and
makes it easier for the designers and the participating future users to further
exchange ideas by discussing, illustrating and reflecting. The result is a tangible output, i.e. the prototype, which provides direct feedback on given
ideas.
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to elaborate on the effects that may be
achieved when documenting the output of the vision seminars in terms of
prototypes and sketches since the results of these phases of our cases have
yet to take place. Working more exhaustively with prototyping together with
the future users as an integrated part of the vision seminars, is a natural continuation and future undertaking for the development of the vision seminar
process.

4.2.2 Studying Work
When discussing present work, a basic understanding in our work with the
VSP, is that work cannot be explained “as is”. Nor is work considered a sequential and predictable action that can be strictly described by a number of
boxes, connected by lines, all appearing in a certain order that forms a given
process. Instead, work - as discussed initially - is considered as situated
(Suchman, 1987). Consequently, work requires knowledge to be understood.
It is variable and depends on the context at a particular instance of time.
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People organize their work as the situation evolves and their work tasks cannot be pre-defined. Therefore we strive to understand how work is actually
performed in practice, what it consists of, and what values and knowledge it
requires. In addition to applying this viewpoint in the seminars, we advocate
field studies and an ethnographically inspired approach to learn about work.
After all, it is work, and all its dynamics, that we attempt to facilitate with
supporting IT systems.
The VSP thus recognizes and utilises the two views of work described by
Sachs (1995), i.e. the tacit activity-oriented view and the explicit organizational view. When discussing present work in the seminars with the practitioners, it is the activity-oriented view that is dominant. Situational aspects
are of great importance and the insights from the field studies are a valuable
input to the discussion. When moving away from the actual practice of work
to a more organizational level involving management, organizational structures and issues like roles, responsibilities, duties, laws, etc., then the organizational view becomes central. In some sense, this view is a model and
something that the activity-oriented view strives to reach. When discussing
work in the VSP it is important to consider these different views – and the
differences between them.

4.2.3 Healthy Work
Poorly designed IT systems have been recognized as a cause for occupational health problems as described by Sandblad et al. (2003) and Åborg
(2002). To address the relationship between how new technology is introduced and used at a workplace, and the occupational health problems that
consequently may arise, we have used the demand, control and supportmodel presented by Karasek and Theorell (1990). Throughout all work carried out within the VSP, work environment and occupational health aspects
are considered and discussed in order to move towards a sustainable future
work. Existing knowledge about occupational health, about theories and
conclusions from Karasek and Theorell and from laws and regulations in the
Swedish legislation all constitute a knowledge base. This knowledge is considered throughout the process and may affect all decisions. For instance, the
proposal is examined when discussing new procedures for work including
new responsibilities. Will the proposed future work situation lead to increased responsibility for the user/practitioner? Will the opportunity be given
to deal with this potential increase in responsibility, or is there a risk for
stress?
Consequently, when designing future work, new proposals are discussed
from an occupational health perspective and it is our intention that such
reflection will prevent rash, poorly thought through decisions. When a more
complete vision about the future work has been developed, the complete
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picture can be reviewed in terms of a number of pre-defined questions or
aspects. We have recently begun such work and formulated the embryo for
such questions. However, more work is required and this is yet another
important undertaking for the future development of the vision seminar
process.

4.2.4 Seminars
The seminar format is the arena within the VSP where researchers and practitioners meet and discuss future work. Seminars are meetings or group discussions that promote a dialogue about work, e.g. practices, problems, goals,
and possibilities. Barriers for achieving good work are identified, expectations debated and future work visualized. Seminars are performed in order to
bring out the essence of work, while preserving good practices and envisioning future possibilities of changes in work practices as well as in the organization. The inherent goal is to define a more efficient, stimulating and sustainable work. Such work can often be achieved by means of a supporting IT
system that enhances workers’ skills. Consequently, seminars in the VSP
also consider technological aspects of such supporting IT system. For example, discussions can examine how to make the best use of available technology such as scanners, web interfaces or mobile devices etc. in the system.
Our VSP approach is similar to the Future Workshop as discussed earlier,
although the implementation is less formal and prolonged over time. Seminars in the VSP use the three phases - critique, fantasy, and implementation found in the Future Workshop approach, but they are not as apparent and not
as distinctly divided. When the VSP is extended over time to a great extent,
different procedures are then allowed to approach questions from various
directions and the participants’ reflection can be encouraged and facilitated.
A typical VSP seminar lasts for about six hours, including lunch and coffee
breaks. Our experiences tell us that a shorter amount of time is seldom enough to enter deeply into the current subject - and a longer period of time is
inefficient. Being in a strange situation, where new subjects are discussed
intensively, can be very tiring which is why seminars that are too long should be avoided.
The agenda for a seminar is prepared in advance by the process leaders. Our
experience is that such agendas cannot be strict. Instead it should be semistructured, providing room for detours and improvisation when necessary.
Throughout the process, each meeting is carefully documented. In the VSP
cases where I have participated, seminars have been audio-recorded and
subsequently listened through, analyzed, summarized and freely transcribed
as minutes, with a focus on the most important parts of the seminar discussions. As soon as documentation is written after a seminar, it is sent to the
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participants. In this way, it can be studied and analysed by all participants
before the next seminar takes place; work with the documentation can thus
serve as a reminder of the discussions that took place at the previous meeting
while at the same time act as an effective and time-saving confirmation that
what is written in the documents is correct and mutually understood. Misunderstandings can thus be adjusted and new ideas sometimes are added. In
terms of the research work, documentations are naturally valuable tools that
can help to draw conclusions, make reflections and refine the knowledge
about the vision seminar process.

4.2.5 Reflection About Work
The VSP builds upon the idea that the ones who truly know about work
practice are the practitioners, i.e. the future users. Therefore, they have a
decisive part in the process and as participants in the vision seminars. However, their important knowledge does not provide benefits without a certain
amount of effort. Basically, we find it less profitable to ask the practitioners
straightforward, general questions such as “How do you work today?” or
“How would you like to work in the future?” since theses kind of questions
don’t usually result in fruitful answers.
By contrast, the fundamental approach in the vision seminars is to stimulate
the participants in various ways to reflect upon their practices. Reflection is
dealt with in two ways. During the seminars, the participants talk about and
reflect upon their work practice. They explain, illustrate, give details and
discuss in a dialogue with the process leaders and each other. In the vision
seminars, we strive to complement this reflecting-on-action (Schön, 1983)
by also using reflecting-in-action. The participants are thus given home assignments to complete before the next seminar. These home assignments,
together with the task to proofreading the minutes and possibly working with
documentation, all aim at facilitating participants’ reflection-in-action. The
goal is to bring about reflection while they are actually performing their everyday work, and to have them discover themselves reflecting in action. Perhaps they could find themselves thinking,
During the VIHO project, one of the assistant nurses from the home nursing
service found herself in such a situation. She was to prepare today’s work by
visiting the storeroom at the common premises and gather the medical products that she would need during the day’s patient visits. While in the storeroom, she found herself wondering why there was no price information on
the labels of each product. Shouldn’t all the products in the storeroom be
labeled with such information in order to inform all the nurses about how
much each product actually costs? Such price awareness would probably
result in less waste of expensive medical products and increase the possibility that the nurses might choose a less expensive product when possible. In
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earlier vision seminar meetings, we had discussed the problem that a great
deal of the costs in an organization actually arise in the practical work but
that the practitioners seldom were aware of that, nor are they given the tools
or information to do something about the problem.
In the vision seminar process, participants are further encouraged to talk
about and discuss with their colleagues (those who are not participating in
the VSP) between the seminars about the issues dealt with during the seminars. Colleagues can bring additional input to the process, give support and
strengthen the participants’ confidence in their proposals and discussions
during the seminars.

Figur 4: Seminar participant illustrating her practical, activity-oriented view of
how she cooperates with other parts of the organisation

Another example from the VIHO case is a discussion we had during the
second seminar, concerning what the organizational structure looks in practice. We continued with how the structure looks in theory, “on the paper”.
Based on these discussions, we asked the participants “How would you like
the organization to then be?”. The question was just discussed shortly and
no overwhelming answers were given. The participants were thereafter given
the home assignment to describe “their own company”, explain what they
would like the organization to look like, if they were the manager and their
workplace was their own company, performing the same services. The assignment was then discussed on the next seminar meeting and developed
further by the participants. Such a procedure made the participants start thinking and reflecting over their work in the first seminar. When they were
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given a similar assignment to carry out for the next seminar, much more time
was allowed and participants could reflect upon the assignment and their
work until the next seminar. Afterwards participants explained how they had
carried out their daily work while thinking about the assignment, and occasionally they realized that “This is not how I would like it to be if I was the
manager. Instead I would…”. The procedure made participants reflect both
on and in action, thus gaining fruitful ideas and insights.
Another home assignment that was given between seminars in order to facilitate reflection was to simply write a short description of the activities
carried out during a typical workday. When asked about her opinion of the
assignment, a participant in the VIHO project answered:
It was very informative to write down what you are doing during a day. You
discover how much you actually do, how much you have in your head and
how much is actually of great importance for the patient.

Such assignments also provide valuable input to the forthcoming seminar
where participants’ different experiences can be compared and further discussed.

Figure 5: The seminar meetings are central to the process. The figure illustrates the
important reflective process between seminars.

The process leaders also benefit from a reflective process between the seminars. They have responsibility for documenting the discussions through writing extensive minutes. The act of documenting is in itself a reflective process
that helps the process leaders to jointly discuss and analyze their efforts in
previous seminars while generating new ideas about how to prepare the next
seminar in detail. When the documentation is done, it is promptly sent out to
the work group for a review before the next seminar. This also encourages
further reflection during the seminars. Through studying the written documentation during the period between seminars, both the work group and
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process leaders carry out a reflective process in terms of what has been done
during the most recent seminar. Our experience is that in this way, time is
saved and if a seminar starts with participants’ feedback on the written documentation, the seminar work can thereafter continue efficiently, almost
from the point where it ended at the previous seminar.

4.2.6 Field Studies Informing the Process
Field studies are another important course of action advocated within the
VSP. We find it necessary and profitable for the process leaders to carry out
field studies in order to learn about the workplace, to understand the terminologies, concepts and the context where the seminar participants are coming from. We find it essential to conduct these activities in order to assure
that we know about the users’ present domain, their work/activity view and
the context where the proposed IT system is meant to run, i.e. the future
context of use.
In my research work, an ethnographic approach has often been a fruitful and
re-current course of action. Studying users’ daily work practice, indicating
the important tacit knowledge and understanding its context, are all important benefits gained from field studies. While conducting field studies, it is
easy to interrupt and to ask the participant (which in such situation is considered an informant according to ethnomethodology terminology) to explain
and reflect upon his/hers actions. Field studies convey an important understanding about work practice that will contribute to the discussions in the
VSP, as well as to analysis and design of IT systems.
None of the three cases described in this thesis have allowed any extensive
field studies that could go on for days or weeks. Due to practical constraints
in the organisation and the time given, a “quick and dirty” approach has been
applied, as described in chapter “3.2.1 Ethnography”. In the VIHO case for
example (described in paper II), two sets of field studies were carried out.
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Figure 6: Field studies carried out with assistant nurses during their respectively
working day

Figure 7: Field studies carried out on the Swedish Migration Board. Case handlers
are sorting incoming files.

Each of the assistant nurses was studied during one day. The studies resulted
in two separate reports that were written in collaboration with each informant. The reports subsequently served as basis for discussions in the seminars. In such a way we find that results from field studies can facilitate participants’ reflection and further details about work could be revealed and
discussed.
The two field studies in the VIHO project were discussed in the seminars.
One such discussion, for example, was about what physical requirements a
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future IT system must fulfil The conclusion was then made that, in addition
to supporting the mobile characteristics of the work in the home care services, such a mobile device must also be durable enough to be handled in a
rough environment and it must be small, light and easy to carry (Johansson
2005).

4.2.7 Documents Describing Future Work
The activity of writing documents has two important purposes in the VSP: to
constitute a deliverable result and act as a tool for reflection. A project needs
to document the results of the vision seminar process and thereby produce a
physical result. Hence, documents can become a way for outsiders to become informed of the results.
To iteratively write documents and simultaneously use them as reflective
tools during the whole seminar process is found constructive and profitable.
The document procedure aims at facilitating reflection when formulating the
proposal of future work. The four document types used in the VSP are more
exhaustively described in paper VI, and are briefly summarized here:
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x

Future Conditions and Prerequisites - a description of the future
conditions and prerequisites that are likely to have a future influence on the organisation and the proposed technical solution. Larger organisations often have formulated future plans or policies regarding the possibilities for organisational change, e.g. a longrange budget or business plan. Such directives can be hard to
change and influence.

x

Aspects of Future Work – the recognized, important aspects of the
future work, i.e. “what should characterize our work in the future”.
This is the first written draft describing the desired future work.
That work can be described in various ways. Examples of aspects
of the future work are for instance, “Coherent health care planning”
or “Increased economic responsibility”. In this document such aspects are described more exhaustively together with the underlying
reasons.

x

Scenarios - illustrate what a day at work would look like if the
specified aspects of work were implemented. Preferably a number
of scenarios are written to describe in practice, the important parts
and situations of the future work. Scenarios are meant to provide an
understanding of the proposed future work and thereby lead to possibilities for support for that work.

x

Work Tasks and Activities - the work described in the scenarios is
formulated as work tasks and the different activities a work task
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may consist of. In this way, more concrete work descriptions are
provided and a base is created for how IT systems can be designed
to support such work. This will serve as a basis for the next step
into a prototyping phase.
These documents are written and worked with iteratively during the process.
To read and make comments on a version of a document is a suitable and
beneficial home assignment for the participants. Hence, the responsibility for
writing the documents lies primarily with the process leaders, as in the case
of written documentation from each seminar. It is our experience that it is
generally not a good idea to put such a workload and responsibility on the
participants. Nonetheless, participants can contribute to the writing of the
documents by making comments and proposals, and can sometimes also
write parts of the documents themselves, if they want to if they can be given
the prerequisites. The scenarios, for instance, become more authentic and
useful if they are formulated by the practitioners, using their own words,
concepts and jargon.
The four documents build upon each other and consequently have to be worked with sequentially. The Future Conditions and Prerequisites document is
the basis for the document Aspects on Future Work, which in turn formulates
a framework for the document Scenarios. The document Work Tasks and
Activities is a more structured description of the course of events described
in the scenarios.
As previously discussed, Benyon and Macaulay (2002) describe a use of
scenarios that provide both a conceptual and a concrete view. Our approach
seeks to document the conceptual and more abstract view in the document
Aspects on Future Work. More hands-on, practical and concrete descriptions
of work is hence provided in the document Scenarios, which is further complemented and more structured in Work Tasks and Activities.
It must be emphasized that the process of producing these four documents is
important. This is not done by the process leaders alone, even if he or she
has the main responsibility for the writing. Instead it should be a common
activity that the whole seminar group contributes to, as suggested by Bødker
(2004) in regards to work with scenarios. Accordingly, the activity of writing
a document is spread out over a period of time, in between the several seminar occasions.
In the process of writing these documents that are linked to each other, everything cannot be completely formulated from outset. When formulating the
aspects, for instance, it can turn out that important future conditions and
prerequisites are missing. Likewise, when working with the scenarios, some
aspects may be missing, found irrelevant or even erroneous to some extent.
Therefore the iterative seminar structure of the VSP is of great importance,
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since it allows seminar discussion to return to and further develop documents
that had been worked with earlier in the process.

4.2.8 Outcome of the process
When the vision of the future work and supporting IT system has taken shape and been agreed upon by the vision seminar work groups, the next step is
to communicate the vision further along, within the organisation. That is
done with the managers and those responsible for implementing the organisational changes. And naturally, the system developers that are to implement the new IT system are also involved.
In traditional system development, description of a requested system is typically done by composing a requirement specification document. Such a document normally specifies the properties in the IT system in a structured and
detailed way. Also, what is being described are details in the IT system, not a
wider perspective of how the system is to be used in user’s work practice
(Kyng 1995). Hence, such descriptions make it hard for developers to understand and relate to the work that the IT system is to support. As a consequence developers thus have to make assumptions about the use of a certain
detail in the system. Subsequently, the development of an IT system, based
solely on such a requirement specification is problematic.
When applying the perspective advocated by the VSP, we advocate that requirements are based on ideas about the future work. Therefore, vision seminar process needs to find an effective way to communicate the results to the
developers. To achieve this, we suggest a procedure that gives the developers an understanding of the proposed future work produced in the vision
seminars. Preferably, developers can take part in the seminars - at least in the
seminars in the latter part of the series - as well as read the scenarios produced. However in the cases where I have participated, such an arrangement
with participating developers has not been possible.
By broadening the traditional requirement specification to include an exhaustive description of the future work practice, we have found it much easier to provide the developers with a better understanding for of how the future work is meant to be carried out, by whom, in what situation etc. Such
requirements are formulated as requirements on the future work, rather than
as requirements focusing solely on properties of the technology. The intention is to provide the developers with a descriptive specification of the proposed use of the future IT system - a procedure that we believe gives them
better understanding of future work and the context of use that the system
they are building is meant to support.
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4.2.9 Finishing the process
What comprises the exact and natural conclusion of a vision seminar process
is hard to define in advance. Ideally, a seminar series would benefit from
contributing and influencing a full system development process - from the
very first analysis phase, through design, testing, implementation and perhaps re-design. However, such resources are seldom available in practice,
and I have not yet had the opportunity to complete such long lasting project.
Therefore, the end of a VSP has to be defined as something other than the
point at which an IT system ready to use. In the cases were I have participated, the end of the process has been reached when description of the proposed future work has been finalized and complemented with initial design
proposals of a supporting IT system. That is to say the documented scenarios
and the document describing work tasks and activities. Having formulated
such proposals, it is then our intention to give the system development work
a good start by employing a user-centred system development process.

4.3 The Process Evolves
The purpose of each application of the vision seminar process had been twofold. In each case, the process has been applied to “solve the problem”, given prerequisites from the actual project context. At the same time, while
applying the process, we have gathered experiences and knowledge in order
to further develop the vision seminar process itself. Consequently, the vision
seminar process has evolved through each application as in the cycle of action research where practice informs research and research informs practice.
In our research concerning the development of the vision seminar process,
the different cases where the process has been applied, has constituted the
iterative action research cycles. Each cycle, that is each case, has included
some kind of intention of how to apply the VSP in this specific case. The
cases were carried out (act) followed by a review phase and preparations for
the next iteration.

intend

intend

review

VIHO
act

review

VisIT
act

intend

Swedish
Migration
review Board act

Figure 8: Action research development cycles where I have participated in development of the vision seminar process.
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In accordance with the fundamental ideas about action research, the VSP has
been developed iteratively through a number of cases. The present definition
of the vision seminar process has inspired practice and practice has inspired
and refined the description of the process in a mutual process that has been
carried out over a long period of time.

4.4 Cases
The vision seminar process has been refined over the last 20 years in several
research projects carried out by our department. All projects have had different prerequisites and taken place within different application areas. Experiences have been continuously evaluated and the process continuously reformulated and complemented with new steps and rules of how to proceed.
The table below illustrates how some previous cases have contributed to the
process. This evolvement of the process over the years is described in more
detailed in paper IV, where the table below was originally published. This
version of the table has been updated with additional projects.

Figure 9: A table illustrating main contributions of each specific VSP-project that
has been carried out by our research group. The three projects highlighted in grey
are referred to in this thesis.
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Project

Period

Contribution and Experiences

DAISY

19861988

The benefits of having (almost) unlimited time.

(Health care)

Practitioners participating in the project to a large degree.
The importance of illustrating results.

KUBA
(Financial sector,
bank-office)

19921994

Decentralization can be supported by new information technology.
Problems in getting the management level to accept results from the
seminar groups.
The seminar groups can have very detailed ideas concerning information requirements.

FTTS

1998-

(Train traffic
control)

present

TRAIN

19982002

Extensive studies of practitioners in the field.

2005

We tried a 2-step process: first a strategic group specified prerequisites
and then a work group could develop detailed ideas and scenarios.

(Train drivers)

Execution of a long- term project, including work from beginning
(analyses) to end (final prototype design).
Propose radically new work tasks based on new principles and computer support.
Involving practitioners in design work.
Carry through the project with time limitations.

CSN - Swedish
agency for financial aid for studies.

Case handlers with different specializations could communicate their
different experiences.

(Case handling)

A rather ambitious plan for spreading the message in the organisation
was made, but turned out to be difficult to carry out.
The need to involve local management became clear.

VIHO
(Homecare)

20022005

Developed and documented effective procedures and methods for the
process.
Directions for the documents used was initiated.

VisIT
(Homecare)

20052006

Experiences from carrying out a VSP for confirmation of previous
results was positive.
Four occasions was enough for making a satisfactory completion of
earlier results.
Directions for the documents used were approved by the seminar group
and the document Work tasks and activities was initiated.

Swedish Migration Board

20062007

(Case handling)

Explicit work with the document Future Conditions and Prerequisites.
The document “Work Tasks and Activities” was complemented with a
more extensive description of the situation to serve as input for prototyping.
Four meetings were considered too little for a whole process.
Initial work with an evaluation process of the proposed future work
from a work environment perspective.

SMHI - Swedish
Meteorological
and Hydrological
Institute

2006

Focus was not on the production systems but on the broad spectrum of
different administrative systems.
Three seminar series were carried out in parallel with different user
categories.
Detailed requirements for both future support systems as well as the
process to develop and deploy these were specified.
A larger reference group was able to receive and comment on the result
of the work groups.
Active involvement from the top management was a success factor.
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4.4.1 Home Care: VIHO and VisIT
The motivation for starting up the VIHO-project (described in paper II and
in Johansson and Sandblad 2005) is the current situation regarding care for
the elderly in Sweden. Municipalities’ organizations for care of the elderly
are struggling with a number of problems and challenges. Workload is increasing since the population is aging and is in greater need of attention and
care. The economic resources within the welfare services are limited and
efficiency requirements have been imposed. In addition, the trend in the area
of care of the elderly is that such care should be offered in patients’ home to
a greater extent than before. And this requires that the eldercare is made
more mobile.
Patients themselves, as well as their relatives, are demanding more participation, information and high quality service. Nevertheless, there must be qualified personnel, devoted to their work, who can and want to work within the
care sector. Our conclusions were that attracting qualified personnel requires
a good and healthy work situation, with real possibilities for personal development, access to efficient tools and a good working environment.
The VIHO project was carried out in the municipality Kortedala, Gothenburg, where we had a successful cooperation with the management of the
district council. Within the scope of the project, we looked for solutions that
address, respect and take advantage of the approaching situation and the
mobile characteristics of the work. The central goal in the project was to
envision future possibilities for changes in a work organization and practice,
as well as to define a more efficient, stimulating and sustainable work. Objectives of the vision seminar process were to provide a foundation for a
sustainable organization of work, to redesign practice and to propose functionality for a future IT system that would support the proposed work and
enhance workers’ skills. The VSP was conducted during a six-month period,
with a working group of six assistant nurses, all experienced professionals
from the eldercare sector, with a combined total work experience of 127
years. Three of the participants were assistant nurses from the home care
services8, one nurse came from the home nursing service9 and two assistant
nurses worked at a home for the elderly10. The group consisted of five
women and one man. Under the direction of four researchers, the group carried out twelve seminars, with two to three weeks between each meeting.

8

Assistant nurses visiting elderly people in their homes, providing basic assistance like cleaning, shopping and help with personal hygiene. (Swedish: Hemtjänst)

9

Mobile nurses providing medical service through home visits to patients who are too ill to
visit a hospital. (Swedish: Hemsjukvård)

10

Home for the elderly who are judged to be in need of permanent supervision. In such a
home, they are taken care of by assistant nurses. (Swedish: Ålderdomshem)
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The first task was to describe the current work situation in detail, closely
followed by an analysis of the needs for changes and development. Subsequently, important aspects of how the desirable future work would be carried
out were formulated. Future work was defined here as the work situation that
would exist five years down the road. These descriptions included requirements for changes in the work organization, improved work processes and
the requirements for effective, supporting IT systems. Parallel to the seminar
series, two of the workplaces, represented in the seminar group, were studied
in more detail. Two, one-day field studies were conducted to study the work
practice and to find additional important details. Participatory observations
were mixed with short interviews during the day.

Figure 10: Discussions in the VIHO seminar group

4.4.1.1 VisIT - a Supplementary Study
The VIHO project was carried out during the period 2002-2005, and it was
directly followed by the VisIT project that was carried out the following
year. The two projects share the same target domain, same basic problem
area and they were carried out (and affected) the same municipality. And
finally, the dealt with the same work tasks and professions. The VisIT project entailed a new work group of four practitioners from another part of the
elder healthcare organisation in the Kortedala municipality. This group consisted of two men and two women with work experience within the homecare area that varied from few years to more than 20 years. Their task was to
evaluate and further develop the results from the VIHO project. This was
done in a shorter vision seminar process consisting of four seminars. The
process started with a presentation of the results from the VIHO project that
the participants in the new project were to consider and evaluate. Here, the
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documents Aspects of future work and Scenarios were key documents in the
work and refinement process. The results were then further elaborated, making them more concrete and applicable to the current process.
The vision seminar process puts focus on the participants in the seminar
group. Not wanting to exclude other involved professions, we conducted a
number of semi-structured interviews with key persons from other parts of
the organisation. These interviews, based on the proposed new work, were
done in the latter part of the seminar series, The interviews were then included in reports, discussed during the seminars and included in the documentation. Carrying out these additional interviews had an important purpose. Our intention was to learn about other persons’ experiences and bring
their view as into the process. If we had solely concentrated on the people in
the seminar group, other affected professions in the organisation would not
have been given a voice and we would risk getting a misleading perception
of the work and the organisation.
4.4.1.2 Results
The work in the seminar series resulted in a number of suggestions for improvements in order to achieve a good and healthy future work. We wrote
and discussed the results in terms of aspects on the future work. Such an
aspect describes a requirement or a suggestion of the future work from a
certain perspective. For example, one aspect was “Increased economic responsibility”, referring to how economic responsibility should be moved
further down in the organization to where the costs actually originate. By
providing practitioners with the right assistance in terms of access to information, education, authority and competence, expenses can be better controlled at the point where they actually occur.
These aspects are very specific for the work carried out within the eldercare
sector in Kortedala, and some of them are quite specific for the respective
workplace for each participant in the seminar group. All the aspects are presented in more detail in paper V.
Work performed in homecare is complex and consists of a number of work
tasks and activities that are administrative as well as care-orientated. To support this complex work, a supporting IT system must be well-designed and
easy to use in all different kinds of work situations. To make the IT system
adaptable to the organization’s needs, it is necessary to provide different
interfaces on different devices, as discussed by Scandurra et al. (2003) based
on studies in the VIHO project and the project Old@home (Koch et al.
2004).
Some of the defined aspects had purely organizational characteristics, while
others were dependent on support from an IT system. During the vision seminars, requirements of a supporting IT system could consequently be for60
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mulated, based on the aspects of future work. However, detailed functionality and design was not specified within this project. But, a valuable base of
knowledge was established and an initial prototype for the design was developed.
Here are some examples of important, higher level design requirements that
were recognized and discussed in relation to the design of the prototype in
the vision seminars:
x

Users must be allowed to have a complete and undisturbed focus
on the work tasks at hand, and the handling of technical support
systems must be more or less automated.

x

The support system must provide appropriate functionality.

x

The interface must present information in a way which is consistent with human perceptive and cognitive skills and limitations, e.g.
concerning limitations in short term memory.

x

The interface must provide accurate feed-back, so that the user can
understand it and is in full control of what happens.

x

Given appropriate information from the system, the user must always be in total control of the work process.

Some of the requirements might be considered trivial, but our experiences
show (Verburg et al. 2006, Lind et al. 2004) that simply because requirements seem trivial from a usability design perspective, they are not to be
taken for granted when IT systems are designed.
A preliminary initiative was also made to produce a prototype supporting
these design requirements. Unfortunately the project ended at this point and
did not allow any further work on the prototype in the seminar groups. The
initial prototype is further described in paper II.
4.4.1.3 Evaluation
To evaluate our application of the VSP in the VIHO case, participants were
interviewed about their experiences from the seminars after the seminar series was finished. The interviews were conducted over phone and had a
semi-structured character, guided by a number of prepared questions. Discussions in the interviews were mainly about the participants opinions on the
seminar process and its results, what they gained from these results and how
their participation in the VSP influenced their daily work. The following is a
short description of conclusions drawn from the interviews:
x

Participants in the seminar series found that participating in the
VSP gave them deeper knowledge about their organization. They
felt that they learned a great deal from the researchers as well as
from each other.
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x

They saw their role in the organization as a whole, and considered
it a privilege to be given the opportunity to affect the future work
in the healthcare organization.

x

Their respective workplaces and management gave the participants
positive support for their participation in the seminars.

x

The participants felt their opinions were well-received and taken
into consideration during in the seminar process.

x

As a result of their participation in the VSP, some participants experienced” less fear and “respect” for technology. Moreover, a better and mutual insight was achieved in how work is carried out in
other parts of the organization.

x

Some participants experienced increased sense of awareness in
terms of their work, learning to reflect on their work situation.

The fact that I was the one who carried out the interviews - and had also
been the process leader - may have had some effect on the result, in terms of
what the participants choose to say and how they formulated it. But we are
aware of this possibility and we feel the results are nonetheless both valuable
and useful.
4.4.1.4 Contribution and Lesson Learned
In the beginning of the project, a majority of the employees within the organization that provided care for the elderly had little or no experience working with IT systems. Therefore, activities initially focused mainly on how to
influence and inspire people who were not familiar with such technology, to
start thinking in terms of how they could carry out their work, if they were
provided with a supporting IT system. This was carried out through analyzing and discussing their entire work situation, the organization and the different competencies that were needed – with the purpose of building a supporting IT system that allowed its users, i.e. the practitioners, to develop
their work practice.
The results from the VIHO and VisIT projects include extensive material
about how personnel from within the elder healthcare organization would
like to see the organization develop. Based on this material as well as practical experience, a development of the future organization, as well as its technical supportive systems, can be carried out. This process has slowly begun
in the Kortedala municipality and the organizational development, to a certain extent, is now paying attention to the results from our work and from the
projects. However, such re-organizations are a slow and time-consuming
process that we have just seen the beginning of this process. In our contacts
with the upper management level within the organization we now notice a
different kind of discussion in that is more informed, reflective and better
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thought out. This organizational maturity is hard to describe, but one illustrative example can be found in the assistant nurses’ educational program. Their knowledge is now more valued and if they have completed the appropriate
education, they are delegated more responsibility and more complex work
tasks - something that was sought after early in the VIHO project and expressed as an important aspect of future work.
In terms of contributions to the vision seminar process as such, the related
projects VIHO and VisIT have had a decisive influence.
x

The approach that encompassed working with a defined set of
documents was introduced here as both a work tool and as a documentation of the results. In these projects the three documents were
used, specifically - Aspects of Future Work, Scenarios and Work
Task and Activities.

x

We further refined the procedure of working with detailed minutes
that documented the seminar sessions. Minutes were written and
delivered back to the participants during the period between the
seminar sessions. Hence, feedback could be given at the next seminar and the minutes were further discussed and re-written.

x

Working with the aspects document in the VSP and talking about
the future work in terms of aspects, was a new concept brought to
the VSP during the VIHO project. This was well-received by the
participants in the project. The aspects were also found to be a descriptive basis for making further practical descriptions of work in
the scenario document.

x

Together with the participants in the VisIT project, initial work
was carried out on a continued specification of the Scenarios, expressed as Work Task and Activities.

x

The aspects and scenario documents were also considered as good
representations by the participants in the following VisIT project,
which was meant to confirm and further develop the results of the
VIHO project.

x

A vision seminar process, consisting of four seminar meetings, was
considered sufficient for carrying out work that focused on confirmation of results, as in the VisIT project.

x

The approach whose goal was to encourage the participants to reflect on their work, during and between the seminars, was further
developed. In addition to the task of reading the seminar minutes
during the period between the seminars, the participants were also
given various other home assignments.
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4.4.2 Case Handling: Swedish Migration Board
Our most recent application of the vision seminar process was at the Swedish Migration Board, a case presented in paper III. The organisation was
about to commence a preliminary study in order to start the system development process for a new administrative IT system for handling cases related to citizenship affairs. Our task was to help the division for citizenship
affairs to establish a common vision or goal for the upcoming work within
the next years. Moreover, we were to teach representatives from the development department how to think and plan pro-actively, in terms of the development of the organisation and how to implement such work in practice.
We were to develop and establish a vision seminar process for future work at
the authority, and in addition, we were to teach the authority how to carry
out such a process on its own. Representatives from the authority’s development department participated in the VSP, with the purpose of both contributing to and to learning about the process. Moreover, the procedure of the
vision seminar process was described in detail, together with our experiences, advices and suggestions. This document was then further developed
in the report that is included in this thesis. (Paper VI)
In the project at the Swedish Migration Board, the vision seminar process
was used as an early analysis with the purpose of involving the personnel
and bringing input to the forthcoming system development process. A work
group consisting of six voluntary case-handlers (five women, one man) was
put together. The group was given the task of formulating goals and making
a detailed specification of the future work situation that they themselves
desired. The goals were to focus on a time horizon of five years down the
road. The work group met in a series of four full-day seminars, held at intervals of one to two weeks. Two process leaders guided the seminar work.
Between these seminars, the work group was given homework assignments.
The seminars resulted in a detailed description of a desirable future work
organisation, work processes and how this work could be supported by a
new IT system. These results were recorded in the four documents Future
Conditions and Prerequisites, Aspects on the Future Work, Scenarios and
Work Tasks and Activities. The purpose of these documents is described
more extensively in chapter “4.2.7 Documents Describing Future Work”.
Furthermore, the two documents Scenarios and Work Tasks and Activities
served as input for the planned prototyping session. After the initial seminar
process, our main assignment came to an end. Nonetheless, we followed the
subsequent project activities from the periphery.
After the seminar work group had initially formulated the scenarios and the
work tasks, the proposed future solutions were taken over by the development project and used as input for the upcoming prototyping activities. However, the seminar work group was not happy with the fact that they now
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had less influence over how the specification of work tasks and activities
were to be formulated. They took back the document and continued the development of work tasks and activities together with the development department, in order to create a more accurate input for the emerging prototyping activities. However, due to other reasons, the project was put on hold
shortly thereafter in order to await the results from another project. Hopefully, development activities can resume during the spring 2008.

Figure 11: Seminar activities during the vision seminar process at the Swedish
Migration Board

4.4.2.1 Occupational Health Criteria
During previous applications of the VSP we had identified a need to include
occupational health issues in the process. In the proposed new work at the
Swedish Migration Board, a number of aspects were identified for further
analysis. These included:
x

Procedures for automatic distribution of work cases

x

Work rotation

x

Exchanging work tasks between colleagues

x

Measures to avoid controlled and monotonous work

x

Increase the possibility of efficient communication and cooperation.

Work was initiated to perform an analysis of potential occupational health
risks. A preliminary draft was put together of environmental analysis criteria
and possible aspects to evaluate, in terms of the proposed future work. This
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was based on the occupational health aspects as expressed by Karasek and
Theorel, as well as on laws and regulations, as discussed in chapter
“2.3 Sustainable, Healthy Work“. Unfortunately, no actual evaluation could
be carried out before our involvement in the project came to an end. Therefore, working with such occupational health criteria would be something to
look into further in future research.
4.4.2.2 Evaluation
After the conclusion of the vision seminar series at the Swedish Migration
Board, semi-structured interviews were held with participants in the work
group by a consultant working in the organisation and not directly involved
in the seminar process. The fact that the consultant was a third party, not
involved with the VSP, probably made it easier for the participants to give
feedback. In conclusion, the results from the interview can be summarized as
follows:
x

Initially, the purpose of the seminar series was not clearly communicated to the participants in the work group, with the result being
that the participants did not feel adequately prepared at the start of
the seminars.

x

The work group’s role in the forthcoming work was also not clear
to the group.

x

To specify details from the vision seminars as aspects was appreciated. The group considered that this approach made the results of
the seminars more concrete and easier to continue to work with.

x

Inviting persons from other parts of the organisation (e.g. the management) to the seminars was highly valued. This made the work
group feel motivated, for instance when they were given answers to
their questions, and the presence of people from other areas lent seriousness and significance to the work group’s activities and to the
VSP.

x

The participants in the work group requested more time for reflection. Only four seminars were held at the Swedish Migration
Board, due to restrictions from the project management. As we
feared in advance, this was found to be an inadequate amount of
time. In addition, the period of time between seminars was considered too short.

It became clear during the seminars that a more efficient IT system would
make it possible for fewer case handlers to deal with more cases. Consequently, several case handlers would be made redundant in the organization.
This was discussed during evaluation of the seminar process and the interviewed participants showed great insight in the issue. When asked about
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their attitude toward possibly making themselves or some of their colleagues
unemployed, they argued in the following rational way:
The development will reach us anyway. Here we have the opportunity to influence, so we better make the best out of the situation.
We cannot stop the development and we have to participate from the beginning in order to develop a good work situation for the ones who are left.
We do not control the development.

However, one cannot assume that this open-minded attitude shown by the
interviewed participants in the seminar group reflects the attitudes of all the
employees. The interviewed participants are strong, committed persons, who
have a positive attitude towards changes. Perhaps these are characteristics
that initially made them volunteer and participate in the vision seminar process.
4.4.2.3 Contribution and Lessons Learned
Results from the evaluation confirmed some of our prior assumptions and
gave new input to others. We knew in advance that time for reflection is
important, but obviously the time offered in this case (one to two weeks) was
not enough and neither was the number of seminar meetings (four). Such
experiences have been noted and they will be applied in the next research
project carried out.
The procedure of working with the document Aspects of Future Work was
introduced in the earlier VSP-application in the VIHO-project and was appreciated by the participants in that work group. The benefits of such a document were confirmed in this application of the VSP when participants in
the evaluation emphasized how clear and concise they perceived the aspect
document.
Moreover, the document Work tasks and Activities was further developed,
together with the person responsible for requirement specification analyses
in the development department at the Swedish Migration Board. The document was expanded to contain a situation description containing contextual
data about where specific work tasks and their related activities are performed.
As explained earlier, the work group insisted on continuing to work with the
Work Tasks and Activities document. This has led us to conclude that we
must not take a task away from the work group too early in the process. We
have also concluded that we must make a stronger argument for the importance of involving the work group in forthcoming design work within the
organization.
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Moreover, we have seen the importance of involving the colleagues of the
participants in the work group and not simply work with the questions issued
in the VSP in the isolated context of the group. Participants must be specifically encouraged to involve their colleagues in the work carried out during
and between the seminars. Except for producing work that is more broadly
anchored, such approach also leads to greater acceptance from the organization as a whole. Therefore, everyone in the organization who is affected by
the process should, at the very least, receive information about progress and
results of the VSP – all with the purpose of achieving wide acceptance and
preventing negative attitudes from developing.
When focusing actively on a participative design process, i.e. practitioners
participate in the design process of their future work and IT system - it is
easy to overlook and forget management as well as the ones responsible for
organization and IT system development. Managers are often involved in
making use of the results of such design process and if they do not know or
don’t understand the results from the process, this will naturally present a
hinder for a successful continuation. Our experience is that it is important to
keep affected managers updated on the progress of the vision seminar process. There are various ways to actively involve and inform them about the
design decisions that have been made. For instance, managers can participate
and contribute in a seminar session, explaining their view on decisive factors. Presentations can be held for management that explain and motivate
various proposals. Moreover, feedback from management involvement should be brought back into the seminar process for further consideration and
input for forthcoming seminar work.
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5. Discussion

We find several advantages to using the vision seminar process for specification of future work situations and new supporting IT systems. One advantage
is the active involvement of the people who actually perform the work and
who are the future users. Such involvement is frequently argued for and requested within the field of HCI and in user-centred design approaches. What
we have promoted is a process that provides structure for such an approach.
Throughout the vision seminar process, we can formulate future goals for
organisational change and development of future IT systems. That includes
goals derived from both practitioners, management and identified practical
needs. Such an approach thus entails a focus on requirements for usability
and a sustainable future work environment. By involving the personnel (the
future users), we achieve commitment and an increased awareness among
the personnel. As discussed in chapter “4.2.5 Reflection About Work”, an
important key to this process seems to be reflection, that is to say – the process should encourage the participants to reflect upon their situation in order
to find solutions for a better practice, supported by IT systems. In general,
we have received a positive response and experienced enthusiasm from the
participating work groups in the various projects. They all have developed a
great interest in participating in the specification of their own future work
organization, processes and tools. To involve practitioners and to allow them
to influence the processes of change has been subsequently found to be a
profitable way to develop a future, sustainable work and to define how it can
be supported by usable IT systems.
As a spin-off from the VSP-work, we anticipate that learning how to reflect
over one’s work and how to think in a broad and constructive manner, appears to be stimulating for the individual and strengthens the participants’
self-confidence and their view of themselves. When we look back and return
to the work sites where a VSP has been carried out, we find that many participants from the work group have moved on in their career. They have
been given other tasks and taken other positions within the organization or
have moved on to other, similar organizations. It is hard to determine if this
is a consequence of personal development deriving from their participation
in the vision seminars, or of personal characteristics that initially made these
persons seek participation the VSP project,. In any case, this is a reflection
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and a phenomenon that we will continue to observe and pay further attention
to in future projects.
The action research approach has been seen as a profitable framework to
relate to in our research. However, some methodological difficulties that I
have experienced include the dependence of enthusiasm and commitment
from the organization where an action research project or case is to be carried out. If the target organization is resistant and takes no initiatives for
cooperation, then a vision seminar process is difficult and circumstantial to
perform. That reveals a weakness in the process, making it fragile under
such conditions. Even if the target organization is positively disposed, our
experiences show that it is still likely that various limitations will have to be
overcome. Methodologically, this can force the intentions in an action research cycle to evolve into to something different from what was initially
planned. Hence, what is intended in a new action research cycle is, in practice, often a combination of research initiatives together with limitations and
prerequisites given from the target organization. However, when carrying
out practical research in the “real world”, such adaptations are almost inevitable.
That the process has to be given sufficient time is a shared conclusion from
all the cases. The new way of thinking - given the perspectives - and the
encouraged reflection over work, requires that time must be given for the
participants to mature and grow during and between the seminars. Several of
the participants from the VSP have thus emphasized that a sufficient amount
of time is an important prerequisite. What is “enough” time naturally changes from project to project and from circumstance to circumstance. For example - given its objective - four meetings turned out to be sufficient in the
VisIT case. However, four meetings were not considered sufficient in the
Migration board case.
In our work, an ethnographicly inspired approach has been a crucial resource. We have studied workers from within the examined domain: how
they are organised, how they carry out their work, their work practices etc.
Results from such studies have provided valuable input for the seminar discussions, while at the same time providing the process leaders with valuable
knowledge. As previously noted, time is an important factor but it has not
been overly abundant in our studies. The ethnography-inspired activities
have therefore been of a somewhat “quick and dirty” character, adopted to
applied research and not carried out by the anthropologist book. A natural
drawback of shorter, quick and dirty studies is the start-up time needed for
the researcher to gain enough knowledge to understand what he or she is
experiencing in the field during the study. In this sense, the seminar format
of our research approach has been found to be successful. After a number of
seminars carried out together with the workplace representatives, their work,
tools, procedures etc. are better understood and the participating process
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leader or researcher is better prepared to conduct field studies. It is our experience that thanks to such preparations in seminars, field studies can become profitable after a relatively short start-up period.
The time aspect presents another methodological difficulty as is the case
with many qualitative research projects that are dependent on financing and
that have an ambition to be applied in practice. In our experience, the vision
seminar process is a good foundation for a forthcoming, more technically
oriented IT system development process. However, considerable effort is
required to fully carry through a vision seminar process, in addition to a subsequent system development process. Such a totally encompassing process
spans over a long period of time and numerous factors along the way, affect
the results. A user-centered design process like the VSP generally benefits
from understanding users’ needs and communicates them further. Moreover,
the VSP pre-supposes recurrent meetings requiring time for reflection in
between each meeting. A potential drawback with the VSP, when applied in
a commercial practice, is that it can be perceived as time-consuming and
hence adds costs to the overall development process. If not properly motivated, management may question whether this added value is worth the cost.
In order to deal with the time factor, a facilitating factor is the possibility of
estimating the time that a process will require. I have brought to the vision
seminar process structure and additional experiences. I started working with
the initially existing ideas and values and have now carried out, refined,
structured and documented the VSP, from its initial phase to the point where
it transforms into practical system development. For example, the time a
process will require can be more easily estimated as a result of such work.
Moreover, I have developed a structure for documentation to be used in the
VSP. The documentations (described in chapter “4.2.7 Documents Describing Future Work”) act as both working material and a tool for reflection
during the process, but also constitute a result from that part of the process.
In addition, a number of methods or procedures to facilitate participants’
reflection during a seminar process have been tried out and documented.
These are more extensively described in paper VI.

5.1 Present Project Status
None of the projects that I have been involved in have reached the point of a
developed and implemented IT-system that is ready to be used within the
organisation.
In the VIHO and the VisIT cases we had a good foundation, due to the excellent contact and cooperation with the municipality’s management. Nevertheless, at the end of the project our results were not fully applied, due to
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decisions from the town council. Their overriding intentions were to jointly
procure a common IT system, applicable in all town districts of Gothenburg,
and they paid little attention to our extensive work analysis.
Hopefully, in the case of the Swedish Migration Board, our efforts can be
useful. Results so far seem to have an impact in the forthcoming system developing work. Unfortunately the project that we were involved in was put
on hold to await the outcome of another delayed project, as well to await
directives for the forthcoming budget. Such decisions come from high up in
the organisation and pay little attention to a research project. Nonetheless,
the outlook is positive for a continuation of the project in the future.
Even if no IT system has been fully implemented in the cases described above, we can see how our work has affected the target organisations. We can
note a change in the way of thinking within the organization in terms of how
they talk about usability and occupational health. Moreover, the practitioners’ knowledge is given greater value as evidenced by the fact that the practitioners are involved in discussions and decisions to a greater extent. This
has been observed through discussions, interviews and conversations with
participants from the seminar groups as well as with management and other
key persons from within the organizations.

5.2 Implications for Future Work
During my work with the VSP, I have run into many interesting approaches
that can be used in the future for the VSP. Unfortunately, there has not been
sufficient time to put effort into even a fraction of all the ideas. Work with
the VSP indicates that the following questions are important to the future
development of the process:
x Explore how to couple the scenarios developed in the VSP to requirements informing a practical system development process. We advocate
such an approach as a continuation for the VSP, has an iterative nature
and is less formal than common system development methods such as
RUP. This could lead to the conclusion that the results of the process
seem too unstructured and vague. Given this, perhaps the emerging agile
methods would be found more suitable. An interesting continuation of
work with the VSP in the future would be to build on the work initiated
by Blomkvist (Blomkvist 2006, Gulliksen et al. 2003) and explore usability qualities in an agile development process and further investigate how a
VSP can connect to such approach.
x One proposed action in that direction is to focus more on prototyping
together with the VSP participants and actually prototyping the design of
the proposed system - from initial, incomplete paper sketches to func72
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tional digital prototypes. How then can the VSP format, with the iterative
characteristics of reflection, contribute to a profitable user-centred prototyping approach?
x Another natural continuation that is close at hand for the VSP is to further
develop the efforts made to define a number of occupational health aspects that can be used as evaluation criteria on proposed, future work
situations, such as the ones expressed in the scenarios that are a result of
the VSP. What needs to be done is to find criteria based on the extensive
knowledge about sustainable work - criteria that are essential to consider
throughout the early stages. Can such criteria succeed in recognising prospective occupational health risk factors in such early phase of an organisational development?
x As researchers we have, until now, been more or less directly involved in
the practical execution of the VSP. A next step could be to study a vision
seminar process as an external observer, to see what happens if someone
guides the processes. What qualities does such person need to have? Is the
process described sufficiently? Also, what requirements are imposed on
the process’ transferability in order to make it easily “adoptable” by other
parties?

5.3 Summing-up
This thesis has described the development of a process for designing a
healthy work environment, supported by usable IT systems that provide efficient and sustainable work. Applications of the process are described in three
cases in which the process has contributed to the organizations in question,
as well as to further development of the process itself. Hence, the vision
seminar process constitutes a framework and a tool for focusing attention on
usability design and occupational health issues, when designing for a sustainable work and supporting IT systems. My ambition has been to make a
comprehensive description of the vision seminar process, as it has developed
until the present time. My intention and hope is that my experiences will
facilitate future fruitful applications of the process and develop the process
further. Such a successfully developed process could subsequently contribute
to better organisational changes, better development and introductions of
supporting and usable IT systems, which in turn would lead to better workplaces that are characterized by efficient and sustainable work.
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Design av arbete och IT-system
- En process som stöder utveckling för användbarhet och ett
hållbart arbete
I många människors arbete ingår idag att använda sig av datorer och olika
typer av IT-system. I olika former har IT blivit en naturlig del i arbetet för
t.ex. industriarbetare, kontorister och sjuksköterskor. Enligt en undersökning
som genomförts av Arbetsmiljöverket framgår att år 2005 använde 70% av
Sveriges arbetstagare en persondator i sitt arbete. I takt med att andelen datorstött arbete ökar kan vi också se en ökning av olika problem relaterade till
detta. Dåligt designade IT-system ger onödiga belastningar på användarna.
Sådana belastningar kan vara fysiska, som värk i nacke, axlar och armar,
men även i form av kognitiva belastningar som kan leda till en känsla av
ineffektivitet, irritation och stress. Det är därför viktigt att IT-system som
används i arbete är utformade på ett bra sätt för att skapa ett effektivt och
hållbart arbete samt en god och hälsosam arbetsmiljö.
Det finns i dag en hel del kunskap om orsakerna till ohälsa i datorstött arbete. Denna kunskap kommer dock sällan till användning i ett förebyggande
syfte, utan blir ofta tillämpad först då skadan uppstått. I den svenska arbetsmiljölagstiftningen finns även ett regelverk som ger tydliga riktlinjer för hur
datorstött arbete skall utformas, men den granskande myndighetens kunskap
om hur regelverket skall tillämpas i praktiken är dålig och regelverket tilllämpas därför sällan. Vidare finns idag kunskap om hur man bör utforma ITsystem med fokus på användbarhet och arbetsmiljö; utformningen bör göras
baserat på användarnas behov och med en aktiv användarmedverkan. Dessvärre prioriteras sällan denna del av ett IT-systems utvecklingsprocess i
praktiken.
Utgående från denna beskrivning behandlar avhandlingen problemet med att
skapa en process för utveckling av ett framtida hållbart arbete som stöds av
väl utformade och användbara IT-system. Avhandlingen tar vidare upp frå-
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gan om vilka grundläggande värderingar en sådan process bör basera sig på
samt hur processen kan genomföras i praktiken.

Visionsseminarieprocessen
När man inför ett IT-system på en arbetsplats leder detta till ett antal konsekvenser, både för organisationen och för det sätt arbetet utförs på. Det nya
IT-systemet förändrar och påverkar arbetet genom de nya möjligheter det
medför och resulterar därigenom i ett nytt arbetssätt. De förändringar som
sker kan vara både positiva och negativa. I regel sker förändringarna dock
inte på ett medvetet och kontrollerat sätt. Inom vår forskning har vi under
många år utvecklat ett antal grundläggande värderingar och ett arbetssätt för
att aktivt stödja och genomföra positiva och kontrollerade förändringar av en
verksamhet. Detta har resulterat i ett tillvägagångssätt som har givits namnet
visionsseminarieprocessen.
En av de grundläggande tankarna bakom denna process är att låta förändringarna påverkas av dem som skall komma att använda IT-systemet, dvs. de
framtida användarna. Det är användarna som bäst känner till sitt arbete och
har idéer och åsikter om hur arbetet skulle kunna utvecklas. Utformningen
av ett stödjande IT-system och det sätt ett arbete utförs på är tätt sammankopplade, och man kan inte utveckla det ena utan att det andra påverkas. Vår
fokus ligger därför på att åstadkomma en utveckling både av hur det framtida arbetet skall se ut och på vilket sätt detta arbete kan stödjas av IT.
En viktig insikt är att man inte kan lägga allt ansvar för förändringar och
utformningen av det framtida arbetet på användarna. Visionsseminarieprocessen utgör här ett forum eller ett verktyg där användare och processledare
på lika villkor och i samverkan kan mötas i seminarierna och gemensamt
jobba sig fram till förslag om framtida lösningar. Användarnas yrkeskunnande kompletteras med kunskap om design av användbara IT-system, om
vad som karaktäriserar ett hälsosamt och hållbart arbete och andra kunskaper. Inom de ramar som finns inom organisationen utformas sedan förslag på
ett framtida arbete och en teknik som kan möjliggöra och stödja detta arbete.
Detta görs i en seminarieserie bestående av ett antal seminarietillfällen. Under dessa seminarier ges möjligheter att på olika sätt ta fram förslag om hur
det framtida arbetet skulle kunna se ut. Det går inte att rakt på sak fråga användarna ”Hur vill du att ditt arbete ska se ut i framtiden?” och förvänta sig
konstruktiva, givande svar. Sådana frågor delas istället upp och belyses ur
olika perspektiv under seminarieserien. I arbetet med att skapa en bra vision
om det framtida arbetet är det viktigt att uppmuntra och möjliggöra för deltagarna att reflektera över både sitt nuvarande och det framtida arbetet. Detta
kan ske på flera sätt. Ett sätt är att ge deltagarna uppgifter att lösa mellan
seminarietillfällena. Dessa uppgifter kan ibland även involvera deltagarnas
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kollegor som inte deltar i seminarieserien. En återkommande uppgift som
också bidrar till reflektion är att mellan varje seminarium läsa och kommentera de mötesanteckningar som seminarieledaren skickar ut efter varje tillfälle. På detta sätt repeteras och återkommer de frågeställningar som behandlats. Deltagarna blir dessutom bättre förberedda inför kommande seminarietillfälle. Även processledarna uppmanas till reflektion under visionsseminarieprocessen genom att efter varje seminarietillfälle noggrant sammanställa
mötesanteckningarna, analysera det seminarium som genomförts och förbereda det kommande.

Grundläggande perspektiv
Under arbetet med visionsseminarieprocessen har ett antal grundläggande
värderingar vuxit fram om vad som skall karaktärisera processen. Dessa har
uttryckts i termer av tre grundläggande perspektiv. De definierade perspektiven har till syfte att åstadkomma en gemensam syn på hur en visionsseminarieprocess ska utföras och vilka värderingar som ska prägla arbetet.
Fokusera på det framtida arbetet. Om ett IT-system designas för att stödja
ett framtida arbete så måste först detta framtida arbete utformas. Därefter
kan krav specificeras på ett lämpligt IT-system. Visionsseminarieprocessen
strävar efter att först beskriva det framtida arbetet man vill uppnå, vilka möjligheter och begränsningar som finns där och därefter designa ett IT-system
som ska stödja detta arbete.
Använd IT som en motor. De möjligheter som ny teknik innebär bör användas som en motor för att driva fram, utveckla och skapa nya, bättre sätt att
utföra ett arbete. Potentialen i ett nytt IT-system kommer annars att gå förlorad och systemet eller tekniken kommer enbart att bevara det nuvarande
sättet att arbeta och man går därmed miste om möjligheten att utveckla arbetet till det bättre.
Fokusera på ett hälsosamt och hållbart arbete. Då ett framtida arbete utformas med hjälp av ny teknik, bör detta göras med fokus på ett hållbart arbete
och med kunskap om arbetsmiljöproblem relaterade till datoranvändning.
Det nya arbetet skall skapas med strävan att vara hållbart i den bemärkelsen
att det erbjuder den enskilde en god kontroll över arbetsuppgiften och främjar socialt stöd, hälsa, välbefinnande och personlig utveckling.
Det primära syftet med visionsseminarieprocessen är att förändra arbetssättet
i en organisation. En väl genomförd process syftar även till att tillföra organisationen nya värderingar och kunskaper om bl.a. användbarhet, användarcentrerad systemutveckling och kopplingen mellan teknik och arbetets mål,
arbetssätt och effektivitet.
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Studier och resultat
Vid min avdelning, avdelningen för människa-datorinteraktion (MDI) vid
Institutionen för informationsteknologi, Uppsala universitet, har visionsseminarieprocessen i ett aktionsforskningsperspektiv tillämpats i ett antal olika
projekt under en längre tid. Därigenom har processen successivt utvecklas
till vad som beskrivs här. Varje cykel som aktionsforskningen föreskriver
har utgjorts av tillämpandet av visionsseminarieprocessen i ett särskilt projekt. Jag har på detta sätt deltagit i utvecklingen av processen genom tre olika tillämpade projekt.
Det praktiska utförandet av visionsseminarieprocessen är inspirerat av forskningsområdet Participatory Design som är baserad på en designprocess där
den blivande användaren ges en central och deltagande roll. Användarnas
yrkeskunnande är högt värderade och anses vara ett viktigt bidrag till designen av IT-system. Däri grundas även vår syn på arbete som något komplext
och något som är viktigt att försöka förstå för att kunna förändra den till
något bättre. För att förstå kärnan i ett arbete måste man studera arbetet i
dess sammanhang och där det utförs. Denna syn på arbete, yrkeskunnande
och hur arbete ska studeras, har vidare starka influenser från etnometodologin där arbete betraktas med ett holistiskt synsätt, anses vara situerat och
möjligt att betrakta ur olika perspektiv. Metoder för att studera och lära sig
om arbete, så som observationsintervjuer, deltagande observation och intervjuer, är inspirerade av etnografin. De tre olika projekt som jag jobbat aktivt
med, och som denna avhandling är baserad på, kallas VIHO, VisIT och Migrationsverket.
VIHO och VisIT handlar båda om att förbättra arbetet inom äldrevården i
stadsdelen Kortedala i Göteborg. Arbetet behövde där utvecklas för att kunna möta de ökande kraven från verksamheten. Under ett halvår genomfördes
i VIHO-projektet en visionsseminarieprocess med en grupp undersköterskor
från hemtjänsten och äldreboenden. En vision av det framtida arbetet togs
fram tillsammans med detaljerade förslag om hur det arbetet skulle utföras i
form av scenarier. Tillsammans med detta beskrevs grundläggande krav på
IT-system.
Denna vision av det framtida arbetet användes sedan om utgångspunkt i
VisIT-projektet där visionen verifierades, justerades och kompletterades.
Detta gjordes i en kortare visionsseminarieprocess med en ny arbetsgrupp
med samma yrkeskategorier representerade, men från en annan del av organisationen. Förslaget om ett framtida arbetssätt och organisationsstruktur
kunde sedan tas om hand av organisationen och ligga till grund för kommande utveckling av IT-system.
På Migrationsverket genomfördes en visionsseminarieprocess på fyra tillfällen i en tidig analysfas inom ramarna för ett större utvecklingsprojekt. Målet
för tillämpningen av processen var att skapa en gemensam vision av det
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framtida arbetet som skulle komma att stödjas av ett omfattande nytt ITsystem. Utöver att genomföra visionsseminarieprocessen skulle även representanter från verkets utvecklingsavdelning lära sig processen för att kunna
inkludera den i verkets utvecklingsmetod som också höll på att tas fram.
Visionsseminarieprocessen resulterade i en gemensam vision, men även i en
detaljerad beskrivning av de arbetsuppgifter som ett framtida IT-system
skulle stödja.
Resultatet från mina studier har varit en utveckling och beskrivning visionsseminarieprocessen, både praktiskt och teoretiskt, inklusive dess grundläggande perspektiv. Erfarenheterna från detta arbete, och det sätt som processen utvecklats och beskrivits på kan bättre möjliggöra framtida lyckade
tillämpningar som även dessa utvecklar processen till att bli ännu bättre. En
fortsatt förfining av processen kan bidra till bra organisatoriska förändringar
på arbetsplatser, till utveckling och införande av IT-stöd med fokus på användbarhet.
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